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COUNTY BOARD SEEKS BUILDING FUND TAX
L/Cpl. Bobby Gene Knight L/Cpl. Wilkerson Now Causey Home
Is Wounded In-Vietnam Base Near Washington Destroyed By

Senior Citizens Club
Has Luncheon Meeting

Additional Funds Needed To
Build Two Elementary Schools

The Senior Citizens Club met
at the Community Center on
Friday, April 3, fo rthe monthLance Corporal Bobby Gene ad to be back in the United
The Calloway County Board of Education meeting Friday,
ly potluck luncheon.
Knight, son of Mr. and Mn. States by the last of this month.
Mrs. Essie Blalock gave the April 3, voted unanimously to petition the Calloway County
Burble Knight of Aurora, has
The family will notified of
invocation. Entertainment was Fiscal Court asking that a special election be held on•date to be
The home of the 0. T. Camel
been reported wounded in Viet- his wounds on March 26 and
furnished
by the hostesses, Mrs. announced later, to vote on a special building fund tax of thirfamily
on
the
Locust Grove
nam. He was with the First were able to talk with Knight
Martha
Golden,
Mrs. Virgie teen cents (.13c) on each $100 &'assessed valisation of property.
Road
was
destroyed by fire yesMarine fivisicIn.
by telephone on March 30.
Clerk, and Mrs. Dollie Haley, Tbe Board is asking that the tax be imposed, if pasted, over a
terday
afternoon
.
He received fragmentation
L/Cpl. Knight entered the
the latter serving in the ab- twenty year period which would be a sufficient length of time to
The fire was discovered about
wounds in both arms and both United States Marine Corps in
amortize approximately $2,200,000 of revenue bonds.
sence of Mrs. Hontas Banks.
5:10 p.m. Monday when a
legs when stepping on a mine December 1968 and had his
Collice Scruggs wills the winIf voted, this special building fund tax would enable the
neighbor, Mrs. Chaeles L. Outon March 24 in the Quang Nam basic training at Camp Pendlerm. of the contest prize. Vases Calloway County Board of Education to build two elementary
land,
spotted
smok-i
billo
province
Vietnam, according ton, California. He left for Vietof jonquils were used on the schools and upgrade certain areas at the Calloway County
from the house. She telephoned
High
to the word relaycd to his par- nam on August 4 of last year.
tables.
School, • spokesman said.
Mrs. Robert Moody, who lives
ents.
The Marine attended South
Members attending were Mr.
The Division of Buildings and Grounds of the State Deacross from the Causey home,
Knight is now in a Naval Marshall High School and was
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and partment of Education has conducted a study in
to confirm the location of the
regard to pupil
Hospital in Guam, but is expect- employed with his brother-inMrs. Henry Erwin, Mesdames population and school bus routes and has recomme
fire.
nded that one
law, Donald Dugger of Murray
Cary Brandon, • senior from pollie Haley, Edna
MicKeYnolds, elementary school be located on the east side and one on the
Mrs. Moody telephoned the
Route Seven, for the Tri-State
Murray
O
High
School
Distributive le" &new, Esise Blalock,
Murray Fire Department which
west side of the county. The
Tree Company here before enrelayed the call to the Murray- Education class was awarded Nell D. Andrus, Bertha D. Jones,
east side school would - be locattering the service.
first place trophy in a state- Jewel Parks, Hilchod Sharpe,
Calloway County—CD- Rescue
ed in the general area of HighHis address is as follows:
Wide job interview contest con- Carrie Cole, Clara Todd, E. R.
Wad - way 94 where it is intersected
L/Cpl. Bobby Gene Knight
daeatcraf -The Annual Loader. Hagan, Norman Klapp, liallet
The fire truck arrived withi
by the Pottertovrn road. The
2512641
minutes but the roof of the ship Conference of the Distri- Dunn, Jesirie H. Roane, Martha
west side school would be conU.S. Naval Hospital
Golden,
butive
Autumn
L/Cpl. MOMS M. Wilkerson
Education
Ezell,
Clubs
Gladys
of
house and an adjoining outstructed somewhere in the vicWard A-2 PT
Amerka (DECA). Brandon corn- Hale, Mary Lamb and Lela
inity of Highway 121 and the
LiCpi. James M. Wilkerson, building had already caved in. legmeted with
Shackelfo
rd,
FPO San Francisco,
Miss
Erin
Montstudents representJohnny Robertson road. Each of
The Causey family had left
son of Mrs. LaRue Wilkerson, is
California 96630.
Jack
110
Morris,
DECA organizations Ike
and Coithese schools would house aphome for nine days between as- their home only a few minutes
proximately 950 pupils, grades
before the fire broke out. No- from all over the state of Ken.
signments.
Oh, His dasibis things man
Guests
were Mrs. Ruby Barntucky and will represent Kim- es and mrs.
The Murrig_High School 1-8.
Lowell Fiddler.
Wilkerson joined the Marine thing was saved from the home.
must put up with._ We got the
Superintendent
tacky at the National DECA
Tiger basketball, team, which
Miller, in
Corps in June of 1968 and has The Causeys have three childsore throat and nu de see the
An election of officers for went to the buds of the Re commenting upon the Board's
Leadership Confgrenc• along
ren,
Bobby
Joe
been
stationed
15,
Karen
at
MCAS-R
Jane,
Sandoctor. He thighs es over and
with Miss Mary Lee Brownfield the ensuing year will be held gional Tourviament this year, action, made note of the fact
ta Ana, California since May 11, and Jerry Wayne 7.
seys there's nothing wlmniiex
Murray, Kentucky's DECA ' at
was honored at the annual ban- that the Board of Education was
to
be the
heldnext regular
Friday, meeting
The
may
'new
of
last
year.
county
at
He
has
fire
recently
truck eneettistaro,
cept you are smoking boo much
on
uet last night at Holiday inn. interested in a program of edu1,
Minneapolis, MI"' the
been transferred to HMXI and was put out of commission
Community Center. Hostess. Coach Bob TO011 was master cation and that the constructmoot+ later this month. (AMRbe
Mrs.
when
as
Adieu=
of
April
the
14 will be stationed
maeo,
flywheel pulley broke
It would have been much easBoy Scout Troop 77 camped
lanai story and picture on page as will
ceremonies. Mr. Preston Hot- ion of these proposed buildings
ear if he had said, yep, you have in the vicinity of Shiloh Nat- at Quantico Marine Base just as the front-mounted pump was
Mrs. Hallot Dunn, and Collies and gave the invocation.
would be a means whereby this
being engaged. The brush fire
the red throat ancl here's a ional Military Park a few miles outside Worthington, D. C.
Scruggs.
A. L. Willis, freshman coach goal could be reached. The
Before leaving California he truck was brought to the scene
prescription to fix it. That south of Savannah, Tennessee
at Murray State University was Board is proposing a program,
would have nequireid no dixi- over the past weekend. The was chosen "Grand Marine of and the fire truck was towed
the featured speaker. Willis re- whereby a full time principal
pline from us and we could troop, 25 scouts strong, made the Month" for the month of in by Gardner's Wrecker Serviewed the winning season the can be made available for each
February and received a plaque vice.
have placed the entire respon- two hikes around the 3600
acre for this honor.
team
had this year and coin- school, a full time librarian,
Edwin
Jennings, chief of the
sibility on the doctor.
park during the two day enpared this with "success in life." and a music teacher on duty
The citation for being chosen Rescue Squad, expects to have
campment.
for this honor was signed by the fire truck going within
Three senior members of the each day, a well-rounded physiIn this turn of events, how38
Shiloh was the first major
ti, Albert Scott, Pat Lamb cal education program, an art
Mike Free, leader of the Stu-i seventeen.
ever, the burden was placed battle in the western campaign A. E. Garrotto who in his re- hours as soon as the correct
s marks said "Your dedicated per- parts arrive.
dents for Community Service. In the Saturday recreation and Allen Hudspeth, were nam- teacher for each school, clean
on us and we have no alternat of the War Between the
States. formance of duty is in keeping
and safe school buildings which
appeared
at the meeting of the Program held each Saturday ed to the All-Regional team.
two but to cut smoking out
The battlefield bears the with
will make for good learning sit.
the highest standards of
ahem ea per cent.
Awards
Executive
morning
were
from
Board
given
nine
twelve,
to
folof
as
the
Murray
name of a small atathodiat con- the United
uations, a more evenly distriSkates
Marina
jiotmn'
over
one hundred junior high lows: Ftebound Award, Allen
s
struction called Shiloh church, Corps.
Club
held
Monday,
Apra a, ea noon at that char-land sionfor high students and !Hudspeth;
Tulips are blooming.
Free Threw Award, buted number per grade, and
a log building around which the
boom, to discuss the various adults have participa
Willcerson has been serving
ted in ph,,IllatvNi AUexander;Hustio Award, an overall elementary program
fighting took place.
as
a
of which the people will be
Comialm
projects
,
of
his
Technici
Pat
group.
sical
an
education programs in the
along
Lamb.
Japonica in full bloom.
The first hike was on a twen- with clerical duties
He pointed out that his or. Murray High gym; and in a
for the
Captains for the team were proud and the children of our
ty mile trail which followed the Avionics Department
The tenth annual dinner for ganization is composed
at Santa
of col. three-week swim program for the three seniors, Scott, Lamb district deserve.
Leaves on the Snow Ball Bush same general route of General
the members and guests of the lege students who wish
Ana, California.
Calloway County High School
to vo- non-swimmers, CS members and Hudspeth.
and the Wild Cherry.
A. S. Johnston's Confederate
14.vnai Grove Adult Fanner Class lunteer their time in
Members of the squad who has reached the point that addservice to worked with about eighty eleArmy marching to the Battle of
was
sponsore
d
the
Bank
by
of
STORY HOUR
the young people and adults of mentary, junior high, and sen- were awarded letters were Al- itional facilities must be added
Yellow Shafted Flicker giving Shiloh. The trail begins
Murray at Sue and Charlie's the community.
at the
During this ior high students. Several danc- bert Scott, Pat Lamb, Allen to continue the type of program
out with abortive calls early Mississippi-Tennessee line
Restaura
nt
Aurora
at
on Moo- school year Community Service es have been held for junior
and
Story Hour will be held at the
and Hudspeth, Bob Ward, Steve that is desirable, Miller said.
this morning, making him sound ends at Pittsburg Landing
day
evening.
in- Murnay-Calloway County Limembers have sponsored Movies senior high students, and the Hale, David Alexander mid Por"In the business area, for
as. though he were complaining. side the park.
C. E. Jones, retiring president, an Saturday
brary on Wednesday and Thursexample, at least one additional
nights which are first overnight camping trip has ter McCuiston.
On the other end of the scale The second hike
was a ten day from three to four p. m. presided at the meeting and open to the public. They
classroom must be added to ac(Continued on Page Eight)
a Cardinal was giving out for mile rugged,
are
cross-country com- Children in the four through gave the invocation.
shown in the Little Chapel or
comodate students wishing to
TWO CITED BY POLICE
all he was worth.
New officers eleoed for the the MSU
pass trial. On this hike the seven age group are invited to
take typing and Secretarial
auditorium, and the
corning year were Glenn Craw- usual admission
attend:
Two persons were cited by Office Practice to say nothing
is twenty-five
We have heard of people being (Continued on Page Eight)
ford, president; 'Eddie Work- :eats. A
tutoring program has
the Murray Police Department of the possibility of going into
their own worst enemies We
man, vioe-president; Lee Red- affered
one and a half hours of
yesterday and last night. They Vocational Business whereby
oan say the same thing for our
den,--Secretary-treasurer.
special instruction each week to
were for public drunkenness our students could be benefitRed Thtil Shark. We've had this
Murray Royal Arch Masons
Jones expressed his asPPree- junior high
and unnecessary noise.
students, and a Big
jewel for two years and he
(Continued on Page Eight)
attended the York Rite Festilotion to the bank and 6130 Prais- Brother program
grew to ax inches in length.
has provided val held
at
the
ed
Masonic
H.
the
Temple,
class
teacher,
W.
assistance and companionship
itonly took one swipe of hit
Joe Clifton Drive, Paducah, on
Brooks, for his fine teaching. for several
tail to catapult himself out of
local children be Saturday,
also
April 4.
by
Remarks
were
made
tween the ages of seven and
the tank onto the table tot
Brooks, fanner Calloway County
They were Guthrie B. Churwhere we found him late yes
School superintendent Buron
chill, 1k E: Douglas, R. H. Robterday evening, quite deed.
Jeffrey, Mr. E. B. Howton of
bins, Norman Klapp, Howard
the Murray State University agMcNelly, Henry B. Willoughby,
Now cornea a story that turn.
riculture department, and Joe
Charles B. Henry, and William
Vocal entries from Murray :tate and president
ed to be quite different from
of the KenDick, president of the Bank of
E. Moffett.
High School dominated the rat- Lucky Music
Ediscaters AssociaMurray.
Miss Patricia Evans and her Candidates were John S. Po- ings with seven
tContinued on Page Eight)
superiors in Lion, directed the festival.
Rob Gingles, Agricultural re father, Pat Evans, attended the cock, James C. Williams, Her- the annual
Regional Music Fes-""' Superiors in vocal
presentat
90th
events
bert
ive
of
J.
(Jackie))
Grand
the
Bank
session
of
MurBy CHARLES E. TAYLOR
of
NewbeTrY
Rainbow
, J. tival on the Murray State Urn,- were awarded
they could come down with the
to:
ray, welcomed the members and for Girls in Long Beach, Cali- W. Stuart, Joe Bob Brewer, versity
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — measles in space.
campus last weekend.
Miscellaneous ensembles —
guests. He, along with Howard fornia.
Wallace M. Ford, Alfred Wil
The Apollo 13 astronauts went
Four soloists and three en- Murray (girls),
"We will not be sending them
Murrly (mixed),
Miss Evans was appointed hams, Roy Folsom, and Robert sembles
ahead today with final prepar- up there if there's any reason- Steely, bank official, and Dick
from Murray High earn- Mayfield (girls),
all in the senations for a Saturday takeoff to able chance they will get the presented gifts to both the men Grand Representative to Call. W Goodridge.
ed the top rating in the two- ion division, and
Murray (girls),
fornia from Kentucky l- July
the moon but doctors are ex- measles," said a space agency and the women.
day session Friday and Satur- in the junior
division.
Members and wives present at the Grand Assembly in LouSHERIFF CITES FIVE
pected to ground them if blood Official.
day. About 2,000 students from
Madridgals — Paducah TilgbThe Sugar Creek Baptist tests
were Lee Redden, Messrs and isville.
show there is a chance
If any of the astronauts have
11 schools in West Kentucky man.
Church will hold a Bible inMesdames Lean Chambers, Otto
After
the
four
days'
Calloway
meeting
County
the disease, the most likely
Sheriff participated in the second part
Solos — David Bowker of
;tante from Wednesday, April
Chester, iGienn Crawford, Leon Mr. Evans and his daughter Clyde Steele and his
time for it to strike would be
deputies of the festival, which is spon9, through Saturday, April 11.
Cooper, Duff Erwin, Graham visited Knott's Berry Fardi and cited five persons
(Continu
ed on Page Eiotol
on Monday. sored by the Kentucky Music
during the April 16 moonwalks,
The services will begin at 7
Feltner, Alpha Ford, William , Disneyland. They stayed with They were four
for public Educators Association.
the most strenuous hours of the
Gargus, James Harris, C. K Hether Black mid her parents drunkenness
p.m. each evening.
and one for drivmission.
Events during the day inin Crone, California.
Speakers will be: Wednesday,
ing while intoxicatet
A postponement of the sched- (Continued on Page Eight)
cluded bands, orchestras and
Willie Johnson; Thursday, Billy
The 1967 Oldsmobile two uled 2:15 p.m. EST Saturday
vocal solos and ensembles. RichTurner; Friday, William Sullidoor hardtop owned by Max G. blastoff would mean a delay unard
W. Farrell, chairman of tbe
van; Saturday, Otis Jones.
Carmon of 505 South 11th il at least May 9 of the natmusic department at Murray
The Pastor of the church is Street,
The Austin Elementary School
Murray, was found Mon- (Continued on Page Eight)
Gerald Oliver. Everyone is in- day
Parent-Teacher Association will
by the Sheriff and his devited to attend these services
have an open house tonight
puties on Halfway road on the
(Tuesday) from 7:30 to nine
west side of U.S. Highway 641.
pm.
Sheriff Clyde Steele said the
A short business session will
car had been stripped of the
be held at- 7:30 p.m. The chilcarburetor, condenser, battery,
A two car collision occurred
dren's work will be on display
and transmission' when it was
5jalt44 Press lataraustiesal
Monday at 4:40 p.m. on North
New officers were elected at for the parents to view.
found.
the .last meeting of the Carter
Refreshments will be served
The oar, red with a vinyl top, 14th Street, according to the
Elementary School Parent-Tea- and the PTA officers
Wert Kentucky: Fair and had been reported stolen Sun- report filed by the officers of
urge all
cher Association held at the parents to attend.
warmer today and tonight. Wed- day, April 5, between midnight the Murray Police Department.
No
schooL
injuries were reported.
nesday sunny and continued and two a.m. in front of the
This was the annual open
Cars involved were a 1967
warn. High today in the 70s, Chuck Shuffett home on Cirhouse meeting.
low tonight in upper 40s and caram Drive, Murray, according Chevrolet two door owned by
The new officers are: Mrs.
low 5Cos, high Wednesday most- to the records of the Murray S. L Wallace of Paducah and
ing driven by Gary Lee WalRonald (Marilyn) Boyd, Presily in the low 80s. Easterly winds Police Department..
dent; Mrs. Hugh Lentz, vice-pre1 ce of White Hail Dormitory,
4-10 miles per hour today, besident; Mrs. John Gregory, treaMurray State University, and a
coming light and variable toA collection of materials dat1961 Ford four door driven by
surer; Mrs. E. D. Roberts, Sec- ing back to prehistor
night and southwesterly 7-15
ic man is
Samuel S. Paulus, University
retary.
miles per hour Wednesday.
now on display at the Murray
tation, Murray.
Following the business Mae State University library.
Police arid Paulus was going
kin, the parents visited their
Kentueky Lake, 7 a m., 358.2,
The collection is owned by
children's rooms to view. the Lenard Wood of
The Lynn Grove Elementary orth on 14th, passed a„ ear
up 0.5.
Murray who
arked
various
on
work
the
School
and
east
Parent-T
side
of the projects of will be on hand from 7 p.m. to
eacher Associe
Below dam, 325,0, up 1.1, 16
tract,
the
students.
and
Lynn
then
tion
'
hit the Wallace
will meet Thursday, Apfil
gates open.
dads Aeh•lt Class officers era pictured with officials of the Bank of Murray
closing to answer questions conI The next • scheduled PTA
who sponsored the dinner for the
Barkley Lake, 358 2, up 0..4. 9, at 7.30 p. m. at the school. ar that was parked on North
cerning „the materials.
members and guests at Sue and Charlie's Monday err
Int. Left to
meeting will be the. Spring
Plans for the Mule Pulling 4th Street.
Be/ow dam, 331.3, up 1.1.
4191`tl*lis44/41/104-Illealt_
nal Workm
'
t.- -protazerin may. The- -Weedlelleeted aii of the-art-•I
itr•-•the---Istaliww-ear
to- be- held
Smirker 5.34:* *inset 6:24.* ce-prefident, 4.14 Redden, -rliermril
ifacts himself and he said they
-treasure
r,
official,
Steely,
14•werd
bank
and
Jo•
Dick.
new officers wiltbe installed AL _were. all—tram
Moon asts 6.10 p. as.
president of the Bank eh Murray...
aPFLL.25, wij,Lke.._diScUaseiL_ Was ba the left ginarlte.paneL_
the West KenMatt Photo by Jo BurkeenT
tucky area.

Fire _Monday

of

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Banquet Held
For Murray
High Cagers

Troop 77 Camps
Near Shiloh Park

Community Service Leader Is
Speaker For The Woman's Club

Lynn Grove Class

Has Dinner Meet

Special Services
Planned This Week,
Sugar Creek Church

Measles Attack
May Delay. Moon
Landing Mission

Royal Arch Masons At
York Rite Festival

Murray High School Takes

Miss Patricia Evans
& Father $t Meeting

Top Honors At Music Fest

Stolen Car Found
By Sheriff Monday

Austin Elementary PTA
Plans Open House Meet

Mrs. Ronald Boyd Is
Elected President Of
The Carter School PTA

Two Car Collision Is
Reported On Monday

WEATHER REPORT

Prehistoric Materials
Collection On Display

Lynn Grove School PTA
Plans Meet Thursday

efisuitithent.'suiradititt.-
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Film Judged
Best In Class

(Editor's Note — The following article appeared in the April
1 edition of the Redstone
Rocket, a newspaper at the Redstone Arsenal In Huntsville, Ala.
Dr. Hutson is the son of Dr and
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson of Murray and is married to the former Nancy afcCuiston, daughter

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., Will
macuson Ave., litemplua, Tenn.; Time & Life IsIcli, New York. N.Y..
Frankfort, Ky. — Another Deisiepnenien bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
partment of Fish and Wildlife

of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mccuiston.)
judgbeen
has
movie
Resources'
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for
Dr. tUcharti M. Hutson, an Army
ed the best outs class intim Unittransmission as Second Class Matter
major and a Kentucky colonel, is
ed States.
chief of the Redstone Arsenal MedSelection of the Kentucky film
SIJBSt;IPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray, per week 35e, per
ical Department's Clinics.
Minim ;Loa. In Cauoway anci actjoining counues, per year, $5.a0; was made at a showing of four
One of the chagrinning .experizones 1 & 2, $14.W. kalAewtmre 416.uu. All service subscriptions $8.00. finalists at the North American
ences that goes along with becomResources
Natural
and
Wildlife
"The °almondhag civic &met a a Cenunwatty is the
ing chief, is the fact that the highConference at the Palmer House
er up the ladder, the higher goes
Integrtte el It. Newspaper"
in Chicago. The winner, "The
the paperwork and the shorter
Kentucky Whitetail and His Neigrows the time for seeing medical
TUESDAY — APRIL 7,197U
ghbors," was one of the four
patients. It has its compensations,
selected by the Outdoor Writers
of course. The doctor keeps his
of America in a series of elimhand in the medical field because
ination showings throughout the
he arranges his time so that he can
nation.
see people by appointment and
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
still handle the mountain of paper
"The Kentucky Whitetail and
work.
His Neighbors" is the second
Dr. Hutson's residency and inCounty Judge Wayloo EigOM as elected National Sentry film of the Department of Fish
ternship were both in Arm.. hosand director of the Woodmen of the World, Omaha, Nebraska, and Wildlife to be so honored,
pitals after he graduated from
the other was "Kentucky's Fee
yesterday.
Vanderbilt University School of
Ben Cain, age 52, prominent farmer of the Kirksey Community, thered Rainbow," in 1968. Both
Medicine. The internship was servfilms were made by Karl and
died yesterday at noon at the Murray Hospital,
ed at Triplet Army Hospital in
DT, and Mrs. Bill Jackson of St. Louis,Mo., formerly of Murray, Peter Maslowski, of Cincinnati,
Hawaii, the residency in general
are the parents of a daughter, Deborah Lynn. Dr. Jackson has just under a contract with the Departpractice at Watson Army Hospital
meat of Fish and Wildlife Re'finished his internship at St. Louis County Hospital.
at Ft. Dix, N.J. Dr. Hutson took
The youth of the Locust Grove Baptist Church will fill all of the sources. Narration was written
his preliminary college work at
Cincinnati
by
Laycock,
George
offices of the church on April 10.
Murray State Cniversity in his
outdoor writer.
home town of Murray, Ky,
con
national
the
of
As winner
Dr. Hutson found the contrast
test the Whitetail will be shown
between the climate where he took
before the Outdoor Writers of
his internship and his residency
America at its convention at
abropt, 'Oahu is a small tropical
Couer de'Alene, Idaho, in June.
island which can he explored for
The 28-minute film is in color,
the most part in the course of a
I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept and features whitetail deer, red
day. New Jersey offered a greater
foxes, mink and raccons. Bit plthe faith. —11 Timothy 4:7. •
challenge to studying Ideal culture and recreation because it joins
At the end of life, may each of us be able to say this about ayers include some 20 other
New York, has a vaster geographispecies of Kentucky wildlife such
our life.
cal face to explore, the population
as the meadow and white-footed
is greater, and the climate changes
mice, red bat, cottontail, fox
muskrat,
squirrel chipmunk,
skunk and gray fox.
It is a pictorial record of the
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
y those species live during the
,different seasons. The film was
Purchase ,completed last June after more
More than 500 young farmers from 24 schools in the
Farmers an a year in the making.Copies
area yesterday completed tor honors in the annual Future
may be had on loan from district
of America Field Day held at Hazel.
Nash- wildlife directors or from the
University,
Vanderbilt
at
student
Murray,
of
Rowlett
Bill
The local chapter of Distribuville, Tam., is on the tratk team and will compete in a duel meet
tive Education Clubs of America
at Knoxville, Tenn., next weekend.
(DECA) from Murray High SchNew officers of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Miss Lula
ool, participated in the Eighth.
Club are Mrs. Tony Thurman, Mrs. Max Churchill.
Annual State Leadership Confer-Clayton Beale and Mrs. Robert Jones.
managers
new
held in Lexington, Kentucky
are
Quinn
ence
(Buddy)
E.
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
on April 2 and 3. The purpose
of the National Hotel.
By United Press International of this conference was to recognize outstanding school chapters

By GARY
UPI Sports

NEW YORK (U
York Knicks for
today they have
of the frying pan
by
winning
th
Division semifinal
Baltimore,
New York beat
127-114, in the

Ten Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

20 Years -Ago Today

.Quotes From The.News-:

CHLLAR OR
BOWLING L
Week ef Apri
Teem Standings

Chumps
Pin-Pala

from season to season.
Exploring the geographical face
of the country is one of the Hutson family's favorite pastimes. The
family includes Nancy, Dr. Hutsons wife, and their two sons.
Chris, 7, and -Eric. 2. One of thei:'
favorite type trips is into tle witds
where earlier cultures such as the
Indians and prehistoric man may
have left some trace of their life.
The most common find is arrowheads.
Because there are so many plLces to learn about and explore in
this area, the doctor has became
a member of the local archaeologi-

Murray High DECA Club
Does Well At State Meet

t Today ts Tuesday, April 7, and individual student members

the 97th day of 1970 with n68 In

also find that son, Chris, who is
specter of boredom is one of the
factors that caused him to decide
on a general practice instead of
medical specialization,
lie listed the various fields and
generally what the doctor can exPeel; the internist meets the man
with a stomach._ache or diabetes;
a scholar, will get his nose out of
a book for such a field trip.
In bad weather, the doctor
paints. With. questing mind that
won't stand still or let him be
still, he can't stand idlenesi. The

id it Takes Two, Menne Mike Dovolos Sher {Hews Moore ShOWI
He sue MINH, $how He Said — 55. Sole

4

le

$111 T. TM the TRH
1111 Lail In SOW,

*peg eye

USMC
iliniellan Island

cracking
comedy",

OR I'VE

I IM THEATRE

Lifetime Memel come in four beautiful colors,
to match the decor of your favorite room

Deo* Shooden
The Sever* 11111billours

kr
:

; Sots Ns'.; *Ow
:SS
He. Hem
:SO Me Rrf.h.ah

and perUfetinie. Milian ore unbreakable
monentiy ottoched to rich-grained wood. There is
no gloss to break os in conventional framing. FromSweets News WIN; Site.
Norm, end Protestor

Mr**
The OK* 'Carer $how

Wily Room, Solos Reproaentative for Kentucky Central LI% hissiretieo Company, wee 'minted a plaque for
whiten/In, sales In Ordinary Insurance hi 1949 by R. E.
Camber, vicepripsidest, at a banquet Friday, March 20. Rog.
ors was number 24 in the entire company for 1%9. C. R.
Mayfield District Waiver, also announced that Phil- ,
lip was the number 1 Salts Itopresontativ• fee the -Mayfield
District eeeln In 1%9. Thls makes /we consecutive
that he has been the loader.

He takes his turn with the other
Army doctors on the staff here;
visiting patients in the hospital,
on call as the medical officer of
the day, and any other necessary
assignments.

"rib

Ufellistie Pleepseeprovide protection against MOistUre-.-YelidIfing, Stains, Crocking. Dirt Wrinkles—
Gixwonteed for o lifetime. ...
2

time cooped up in a surgery; the
obstretician's patients all face
child birth. To Dr. Hutson, the
challenge is to diagnose and care
for patients who might have any
one of these things and more.

COMO

Lifilfiga• P$04111828 allows you to protect—forever
—things you cannot replace Through a unique,
patented process, your Lifetime Plaque becomes a
permanent oddition to your most Cherished possessions. Lifetime Pigmies provide a permonent
protection for marrioge licenses, certificates, civic
awards, diplomas, wedding announcements, telegrams, newspaper clippings, priceless photographs,
letters, birth announcements, militory citations ond
any other printed documents—becoming a port of
your lifetime of memories.

:ni cevesntretien

the pediat-ician tends the child
wan a runny nose; the surgeon
sees only patients who need an
operation and spends most of his

er.
designed to stimulate and motivaMiss Earleene Warfor d receiv- te classroom interest, career
ed special recognition for her encouragement, and vocational
Area of Distribution Manual whi- competence," the spokesman
ch was written on the operation concluded.
of College Book Stores.
Local business establishmeOther students attending the nts who have need for part-time
conference from Murray were: help in distributive occupations
Sandra Hughes, Gary Johnson, are asked to call the distributive
Phyllie Lindsey, voting delegates, Joe Dalton and Earl Grogan,
observers.
"DECA is the youth activity
for those enrolled in Distributive Education. The purpose is
to encourage free enterprise and
1* Wed. thru Sat. *;
economic awareness through in- 0
dividual instruction, studies in
markethienromctsimcledipg creative marketing, exposure to successful business leaders and
practical experience in business
establishments," a spokesman
said.
"DECA believes in competiJUDITH GRIST
TODAY SHOW
tion and maintains a series of
state and national contests, all

The junior and makor shamed'
The moon is between its new enrolled in this vocational educe
tion program offered in the high
phase and last quarter.
morning star is Jupiter. school have established a career
The
LOS ANGELES — Mrs. Betty Lansdown Fouquet, quoting her
The evening stars are Mercu- objective in the field of merchanhusband who she told a court jumped up and down on the stomach ry, Venus, Mars and Saturn.
dising, marketing, and retailing.
television
on
game
football
a
of his 5-year-old stepson then watched
Jo Anne Roberts a junior from
On this day in history:
while the boy lay dying:
In 1957 the first successful Murray High School, a state offi"Give him the dignity of dying."
demonstration of long-distance cer of theDECA organiutionmet
TV
was made between New with other state officers in LexWASHINGTON (UPI) —Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., during York City and Washington, D.C. ington prior to the conference to
Senate debate on resubmitting to committee the Supreme Court
In 1943 American and British assist in planning the two day
nomination of Judge G. Harrold Carswell:
troops linked up in the North conference. She served as narre
times
many
as
down
president
"Our responsibility is to turn a
ter for many of the activities that standing manual in the Studies
African campaign.
as the conscience of a member dictates,"
In 1947 a 23-day telephone took place during the conference In Marketing contest. Her manual
attended by more than 600 stu- concerned the use of computers
strike began,
NEWHALL, Calif. (UPI) — Sheriff's Deputy Rudy Vasquez to
In 1968 federal troops were dents from Kentucky's Distrito- in department store operations,
Jack Wright Twinning who was barricaded in a home and holding ordered to Baltimore, Md., to live Education programs.
Miss Kendall's job training staits owner hostage:
Students from Murray High tion sponsor is George Griffen,
put down racial rioting.
"I wish you'd understand that it's not the job of officers to kill
School receiving first place fro.
manager of the Big K Departpeople."
A thought for the day: • es at the conference were
she is emploWASHINGTON (UPI) —State Department spokesman Robert German author Thomas Mann Cary Brandon, first place award ment Store where
part-time as a cashier-checkyed
diploof
abduction
about
the
newsmen
with
speaking
McCloskey
J.
said, "Opinions cannot survive for job interview contest. Young
mats:
If one has a chance to fight for Brandon's job training station
hijacking
the
with
me,
seemsto
it
"It's open season in the world,
sponsor is Hayden Hickman ownthem."
of aircraft, the attempts to assassinate officials and others."
er of the College Shop where Cary
is employed part-time as a part
LOSES PANTS
of his training in Distributive
Education.
BRIGHTON, England (UPI)
Mary Lee Brownfield, was La— Tony Scarrott wants his
back. He thinks med DECA Svitetheart for the
trousers
may have bought state of Kentucky. Judging for the
someone
while he was DECA Sweetheart contest was
mistake
by
Sots
them
WM..:
News:
Mdkr4
bsli
dam
Soar%
War.;
Nears:
RI
A
The Mod Hued
:X MSC WM% Pacer: Lancer
OW
appearing in a low-cut evening based upon the girl's attractive
gown at a church bazaar to ness, dress, char, poise, and
raise charity money. He went personality.
home wearing an old pair of Erma Kendall a senior born
trousers left over from the sale. Murray High School received a
third place trophy for an out-

Ai
W

cal society. Dr. and Mrs. Hutson
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KARL MALDEN •CARROLL BAKER
EU WALLACH

"TAKE THE MONEY
AND RUN"

Quads
Miracles
Flub-Ups
Bowiettes
Shakers
High Team

Clamps
Pin-Pals
Flub-Ups
Nish Teem
Champs
Pan-Pais
Hi-Lo's
High Ind. Se
Margaret Morton
Jean Chancel:,
Vernon Grogan _
High Ind.
Margaret Morton _
Betty Lawrence Verona Grogan _

Ann Grogan
High Ind.
Margaret Morton _
Margaret Morton
Margaret Morton _
Sallie Guy
High Ind. G.
Margaret Morton _
Maryannie Layne
Ann Grogan
Splits Co
)na Birdsong __-

Find* Bennett ___
tindrey Perry
Sallie Guy
Margaret Marton _
Boonton Brandon _
Top Ten A
sseruaret Idoedost
Mary Smith
Jean Chancey
Mary Harris
Sallie Guy
Ons Birdscog
Martha Ails
Verona Grogan
Hilda Bennett ___ _
Polly Owen
Glenda HUI
Vela& Stuart
ATTENTION:
Dollar League, will
annual banquet at
House
April 10, 1970 at 1
The prizes and we'
1969-70 season will

Since
Murray
Works
BUILDERS OP
?ARMORS
Porter White Ill Maple St.

Lifetime Pimples are washable by wiping with a
damp cloth. Your Lifetime Plaque is instantly clean,
bright and beautiful.

Lltetione Meuse ore the answer for you.. Tucked
away in places where they will deteriorate you have
certificates, documents, diplomas, clippings, marriage licenses and other prized possessions more
valuable to you than money. An important document or memory may be in a folder, rolled up in a
tube, deteriorating in the direct sunlight, damp
air, steam or excessive moisture All these things
will destroy. Only with Lifetime Plaques con you be
assured that your prized printed moteriol and photogrophs ore protected forever against every destroying element. Hermetically sealed under a heavy
layer of plastic and permanently bonded to richgrained wood, we guarantee protection for you for
o Lifetime at o price you can afford to protect the
things you can't replace

THE
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Knicks Win Eastern Division
Semifinal Playoffs Monday
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owayClub Detroit Raps Senators 5-0
To Sponsor' In Season Opener Yesterday
Field Trial

SPORTS

a three-hitter against Montreal.
Monday night after a series
By VITO STELLINO
As usual, the Reds had the
that was supposed to be a
UPI Sports Writer
hitting as Lee May, Bernie
walkover turned into a tortuous
Carbo and Bobby Tolan rocked
The Calloway County Field
Now that the Washington loser Joe Sparma for homers in
NEW YORK (UPI)- The New marathon.
Club will sponsor a bir
Trial
streak the
The Knicks now meet the
Batting
inning.
fourth
York Knicks fervently hoped
dog field trail in the Land Bet- Senators have run their
a rags to
Bucks,
eight champion
to
Milwaukee
losses
day
Pete Rose, now
Saturday.
opening
of
Lakes
the
today they have not fallen out
ween
climbed Lew
of the trying pan into the fire riches club that
Those interested should ass straight, the New York Mets hitting third in the lineup also
big 7-2 frame from a
by
at the information static wift get their chance today to had two hits.
winning
their
Eastern Alcindor's
ruble
to second place
In today's openers, it'll be
highway 453 south of old Model make it nine.
Division semifinal Playoffs with basement finish
on
though Boston at New York, Baltimore
this year. New York is host
even
Senators,
The
a.m.
7:30
Baltimore.
at
become respectable at Cleveland, California at
New York beat the Bullets, Saturday afternoon.
Anyone interested in entering they've
rising at 51.
the Phoenix.
left
victory
The
(UPI)
Ky.
T,
FRANKFOR
127-114, in the seventh game
dog should call Gordon Crouch under Ted Williams, are still Milwaukee, Minnesota at Chicaa
Barret
fish-No
Reservoir
Los Angeles series the only
mired in the habit of losing the go and Oakland at Kansas City
High and muddy to murky waters ing; extreme headwaters clear- at Lynn Grove, 435-4400.
opening round to be completed.
"presidential" opener. They in the American League and
are reported in all lakes, with ing, remainder muddy and still
Phoenix takes a 3-2 lead into its
at Pittsburgh,
The spring Ohio Valley Win- fishing slowed considerably by rising after 12 foot rise.
York
lost for the eighth straight time New
game with the Lakers tonight. ter Stake was run the past week- these conditions, reports the Sta- Dewey
Monday despite a late app412. Atlanta at San Diego, Chicago
of
cat
catches
Fair
"Pm glad the Baltimore end at the West Kentucky Mana- te Department of Fish and Wildranee by President Nixon. at Philadelphia, Cincinnati at
fish, murky to muddy and stable
series is over," sighed Willis gement Area west of Paducah. life Resources.
Mickey Lolich pitched a sem- Los Angeles and Houston at
at r 1
Reed after his contribution of Field trail clubs in the Ohio Vall•
to give the Detroit Tigers San Francisco in the National.
hitter
But the department added a
Buckhorn Reservoir -Some
14 points and 14 rebounds ey from Kentucky, Tennessee and number of tributaries are clearvictory.
Detroit and Washington will
5-0
a
black bass by jigging, muddy
bury the stubborn Missouri sponsored the shooting ing and white bass fishing should
helped
In the other traditional early play the second game of their
d still rising after 23 foot rise
Bullets.
opener, the Cincinnati Reds series tonight. Cincinnati will
dog derby and all day stakes. pick-up in them.
50 degrees.
Reed helped New York gain a
A dog must have won in one
bombed the Montreal Expos, 5- also be playing its second game
DOLLAR OR DOLLAR
The lake-by-lake rutodoWn:
and
ReserFistitrap
Grayson
19-point lead early in the third of the members' trials in the fall
BOWLING LEAGUE
1, behind Jim Merritt's three- but it will be part of the
Kentucky - Fair catches of voirs - Both high and muddy
period Monday before running at 1969 or the spring of 1970 black bass ; crappie at 5 to 15
Week of April 3, 1970
YORK
(UPI)NEW
Dodger opening night as the
hitter.
is
This
with no fishing.
the Reds flew from Cincinnati to
W. L into foul trouble.
Team Standings
in order to be eligible.
Lolich, subbing for
the schedule for the first round
feet; elsewhere fishing is slew;
Wes Uaseld had a similar
7334 38%
Champs
Owners of the winning dogs below the dam, scattered catches
of the National Hockey League suspended Deafly McLain, was Los Angeles at the conclusion
6634 46% Problem as he was charged were:
Pin-Pels
In control in Washington. The of Monday's game.
playoffs:
of white bass; clear, murky to
83 49
with his fifth foul with 3:23 left Shooting dog stake - William muddy and rising with 18 gates
HILoa
Tigers got nine hits off bur NEW YORK (U121).-JiM
Eastern Division
in the stanza. Coach Gene Slim rtir eat, Clarksville, Tom.; ru- across the dam open; tempera67 66
QUads
Washington pitchers, including Elder, seeking his third conseSeries "A"
62 80
was forced to bench his center inerup-J. B. Bell, Murray
Miracles
Loser Dick Bosnian, and added cutive knockout victory, has
Chicago-Detroit
tore from 44 to 50.
for
40% 6234 in order to save him
Flub-Ups
Derby Stake - Floyd Hankins,
12 walks in a rather sloppy signed to meet Philadelphia
Black bass fair by
Chicago April 8, 9
Barkley
4854 8634 another crucial moment.
Howlett..
game,
31arksville, Tenn.; runnerup - casting artificial nightcrawiers;
Detroit April 11, 12 (aft)
heavyweight Howard Darlington
41 71
Shakers
Then Dave Debusschere and Ferrell Miller, Lynn Grove.
David Eisenhower, subbing in an eight-round bout April 13
Chicago April 14
crappie fair at 4 feet around By United Press International
High Team Game SC
Dick Barnett, whared Knick
out
threw
for his father-in-law,
All Age Ferrell Miller,Lynn stickups; below the dam -scatDetroit April 16
at the Audubon Ballroom.
the first ball after a 55-minute
644 scoring honors with 28 points Grove; runnerup - Arthur CAN tered catches of white bass; mur- With time growing short, the Chicago April 18 or 19
Maws
er
rain delay. President Nixon
Series "B"
Pin-Pais580 apiece, led a fourth-quart Us, Paducah.
ky to muddy and rising at 52. New Orleans Bucs posted an
Important victory Monday night
543 surge that killed Baltimore.
showed tp in the fifth inning
Boston-New York
Cumberland -Good catches
Flub-Ups
Debusschere scored 10 points in
with the Senators trailing, 2-0,
High Teem Wee SC
of small crappie by drift fishing; In their battle with the Los Boston April 8, 9
DELUXE TASTE AND SIZE
1870 the period and Barnett eight.
eles"Stars for the fourth
and Lolich at bat with the
New York April 11, 12
Champs
fair black bass by casting
four
contributed
Russell
out.
DAWSON SERVICES
1618 Cazzie
bases loaded_ and one
Pin-Pals
jigging and some rainbow in low- and final playoff spot in the Boston April 14
1572 baskets early in the period and
Lolich struck out and Dick
Hi-Lo's
er part of lake;headquarters cle- American Basketball Associa- New York April 16
finished the game with 18
HOUSTON (UPI) - Funeral aring; murky to muddy and ris- tion's West Division.
High Ind. feriae SC
OcAuliffe flied out to end that
Boston April 18 or 19
606 points.
services for Brooks Dawson, ing at 3 feet below timberline; The Buts, thanks to Gerald
rally as the President cheered,
Margaret Morton
Western Division
By the time Unseld returned one of the nation's leading
483
Jean Chancey
but these wasn't much else for
Govan's 23 points and 14
Series "C"
temperature 48 to 54.
474 midway in the fourth quarter, passers at the 'University of
Vernon Grogan
him to cheer about in the
ST. LOUIS-Minnesota
Dale Hollow -Scattered catch- rebounds, beat Carolina, 111the damage was done and all Texas-El Paso in 1968, will be es of white bass and crappie; 106, to move into fourth place, ST. Louis April 8, 9
High Ind. Series HC
game,
706 Baltimore could do was try and held Wednesday in San Marcos,
Margaret Morton
Lolich, noting he struck out
lake clear, remainder mur- a half game ahead of the idle Minnesota April 11, 12 (aft)
main
625 keep the score down. Earl Tex.
Betty Lowrance
as the President arrived,
muddy and rising at 52. Stars. New Orleans has six ST. Louis April 14
to
ky
600 Monroe tallied a game high 32
Verona Grogan
Dawson, 23, died of a heart
quipped after the game, "The
Herrington -Black bass by games left to play while Los Minnesota April 16
600 points for the Bullets and attack in his Houston home. He
Ann Grogan
President's a rally killer, I'm
a few white Angeles has five remaining. ST. Louis April 18 or 19
minnows;
fishing
still
High Ind. Game SC
finished with 196 points for the had been employed in Houston bass in Dix River which is milky Both teams are at Washington
going to have to talk to him
Series "D"
221 seven-game series.
Margaret Morton
as an accountant. He set an and falling; lake murky to muddy tonight where the Sues play
about that."
Pittsburgh-00132nd
201
Margaret Morton
Gus Johnson added 23 and NCAA record in 1968 by
In Cincinnati, the weather
Miami in the first game of a Pittsburgh April 8, 9
47,
at
stable
and
187
Margaret Morton
Jack Mario 21.
and the Stars Oakland April 11, 12
throwing 65 passes without an
was also cold and rainy but it
doubleheader
catScattered
Rough
River
178
Sallie Guy
The Knicks have a five-day interception in a game against ches of white bass and crappie meet the Caps in the nightcap. Pittsburgh April 14
didn't bother Merritt at all. The
High Ind. Game HC
layoff before meeting Milwauk- Santa Barbara St.
other game finds Oakland April 16
lefthander pitched six innings of
only
The
the
triin
waters
clearing
the
in
233 ee.
Margaret Morton
Alewives Larvae Selling Cigar
Pittsburgh April 18 and 19 hitless ball and wound up with
butaries of the south fork; head- Kentucky at Dallas.
228
Maryanne ,Layne
Jimmy Jones helped New
quarters clearing, remainder
227
Ann Grogan
murky to muddy and rising at Orleans to its fourth straight
Splits Ceswerted
victory with 21 points and
NEW YORK(UPD— Former
48.
6-8
)ne Birdsong
20
added
Jones
Steve
teammate
Fair
star Gil McDougald
Reservoir
River
Green
Yankee
4. 2-7
Kilda Bennett
to good catches of croppie and while Bob Verga paced Caroli- made an inauspicious debut as
44
tudrey Perry
head coach of the Forcham
black bass in clearing headwate na with 29.
•
Sallie Guy
baseball team Monday when
ers; remainder muddy and rising
Margaret Morton ------ 8-7
.0
44
simply said they didn't want to at 50, following 10 foot rise. CHICAGO (UPI)-The Chia,- the Rams were beaten, 8-1, by
Beauton Brenda)
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
; I
Lower NoLin R ester voir-F
Top Ten Averages •
pitch agailust each other_
gems Monday atmeatioced gee St. Johsea. managed nine Alta
By MILTON SuCHMAN
PICKUP and DELIVERY 'crappie
and
bean
says
black
Fordliam
ibr
teat,Dig
“I don't believe in
Margaret Mortoniii
UPI Sports Writer
of tnetr No. 6 draft
Truly Fine Cleaning *
Phone 753-3152
140
Mary Smith
Tony Esposito. "If you're a spotty; lower section clear, re- choice, Lonnie IQuttz of North but was held to a single run by
and
muddy
to
14$
Bob Hirshfield of St. John's.
Jean Chancey
NEW YORK (UPI)-With tilt professional, you're a profes- mainder murky
Carolina A,&C.
146 Niekro brothers, there's nc sional. You go out and do what
Mary Harris
144 question about it. Blood is you have to even if your
Sallie Guy
140 thicker than water.
One Birctsong
brother does happen to play for
140
Martha Alls
The Esposito brothers go the other club. Phil and I are
130 along with that too up to a close. Very close. We get
Verona Grogan
Hilda Bennett ---------13$ point. When it begins interfer- together after the game and
138'
Polly Owen
that discuss a lot of things. Even
business ... well
136 ing with
Glenda IIMI
things about hockey. If he feels
the point.
be
could
133
Vela& Stuart
as practically I'm doing something wrong
Tony
Esposito,
ATTENTION: The Diller Or
everybody knows, is the Chica- he'll tell me. When we're out on
Dollar League, will hold their go Black Hawks' goalie. He's the Ice though, that's differanimist banquet at the Colonial
So gsod,..he set a National ent."
House Smorgasbord, Friday, good.
The chances are good the
libckey •'League record this
m.
p.
12:90
at
1970
10,
April
shutouts. Tony's Esposito brothers will be going
15
with
season
the
for
awards
and
The prizes
older brother, Phil, centers for up against one another soon in
1969-70 season will be given.
the Boston Bruins and he's the Stanley Cup playoffs.
Despite his astonishing shutgood also. He won the league
scoring title a year ago and out total this season, Tony
would've won it again this year Esposito channels the bulk of
If it wasn't for an unbelievable the credit to his Black Hawk
thing. The unbelievable thing's teammates.
"The guys in front of me
name is Bobby Orr.
Phil Niekro does the heavy have been superb," he says.
duty for that other brother "They make it easy for me,
combination. He won 23 games I've gotten a lotta breaks, too,
a
Balance Paid in Low Monthly Payments Over A 5 Year Period
for Atlanta last year and is like the puck hitting the post
to
got
You've
being counted on for about the -number of times.
Since 1111111
same number this year. His kid be lucky."
Marble
Murray
Tony Esposito is especially
brother, Joe, pitches for Detroit
now and that doesn't create any good. He seems to know
Works
problem, but there was a minor precisely when to make his
BUILDERS OP PINE
MEMORIALS
one the last couple of yeart play. Even against his own
Porter White - Manoger
because Joe was with the brother.
783-2812
111 Maple St
Chicago Cubs and San Diego
Lot Size
Financing
Padres and the two Niekro boys
Taxes
By GARY KALE
UPI Snorts Writer

Winter Stake High, Muddy Liters Slow
Run,Paducah, Fishing Over Past Weekend
Last Weekend

BOWLING
STANDINGS

NHL Playoff
Schedule

11

BITS TOP STARS

THE Great Invincible

•

Go KIND
EDWARD

Sports Parade

COLLEGE CLEANERS

UNPRECEDENTED LOT SALE

LARGER THAN AVERAGE SIZE
PRIME RESIDENTIAL LOTS
LOCATED SYCAM ORE EXTENDED

Pr

Only 10% Down Payment
at 5% Simple Interest

Weekend Sports
Summary

Mt/361441E TAX

TOKYO (UP1)- Yoshiaki Numeta of Japan ROD the World
Boxing Ciouncil'r lunior lightweight title by taking a split
decision over Filipino Rene
Barrlentos in a dull 15-round
bout.
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UPI)South African Gary Player Inn
e $190,000 Greater Greensboro
r en golf by firing a final.
round 65 for a 72-hole total of
271, 13 under par. Miller Barber
finished second wtth 273 after a
final-round 68.

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
UPI)- Arthur Ashe of Gum
•ring, Va., won the men's
singles •title in the Caribe Hilton
tennis championships by defeating Cliff Ridley of San Angelo,
To See H & R BLOCK
Tex, 6-4, 6-3, 1.6,6-3.
--Tenn. (UPI)
BRISTOL,
HR
Donnie Allison of Huaytovm,
Ala., scored an easy victory in
America's tar sat Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
e Southeastern 500 stock car
race, His average speed was
87.543 m.p.h. Allison's brother
Phone /SI 9204
Sat. 1-5
.ekday. I a.m. p.m.
Bobby was second and Cale
of Tim monsvtlle,
Yarborotigh
ok
ENT
NECERFARTglmemeg
Aingsggigg' NO APPOINTM
S.C. third,

MORE DAYS

, No taxes first year, we pay
them for you.

10% down, terms of five
years on balance at 5%
simple interest. Pay off
privilege at any time.

Utilities
Electricity, gas, water,
sewerage, curbs.

Schools
City schools, university,
elementary. all in walking distance.

Frontage up to 120' & 197'
deep. Plenty of room.

Zoning
Single family - R-2.

PRICE RANGE _ _ _ _ '3,850 -'5,200

ONLY 10 LOTS IN THIS UNUSUAL OFFER!!
This is a prime real estate investment, especially with our low, low financing!
Terms Available To Qualified Buyers

TUCKER REALTY COMPANY
ir

Don Tucker
753-5020

•

wr

Bobby'Grogan
753-4978

753- 4342

e

•

•
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Mrs. Faye Nell Kelso Named To Appear
In 1970 Edition Of Community Leaders

Clothing Unit 4-H
Club Has Party At
Honse, Miss Treas

the nation. Biographees chosen
for this publication have conTuesday, AprIl 7
tributed to the life of their
Miss Karen Alexander, JunChristian
Group I of the First
community either by professior leader, assisted by Mrs. Cethe
Church CWF will meet in
ional or civic activities. Personcil Like, conducted the first
home of Mrs. Henry Fulton,
alities are selected from nomi4-H unit in clothing for Kim
1216 Dogwood Drive, at ten
nations received from coneges
Smith and Kathy Treas.
a.m. Mrs. Fred Wells will be
and universities, businesses,
The five meetings were conthe study leader.
civic clubs, national associat.
ducted at the home of Mrs.
• ••
ions, and individuals.
Like and consisted of sewing on
ChristGroup ll of the First
Mrs. Kelso has been presitheir aprons, giving demonian Church CWF will meet in
dent, secretary, treasurer, re
strations, practicing modeling,
the home of Mrs. Frank Robcreation and song leader, and
and hewing some lYPe of recreaMrs. Riley Crawford of North
erts, 1685 Calloway, with Mrs.
An informal Coke party was a
project chairman of the Home.
recently enjoyed a
tion.
Street
4th
Eugene Scott as cohostess. Mrs. recent courtesy for Miss Jacmakers Club, secretary of Calof her Evans re- The P. E. 0. Sisterhood, orKathy was reporter and Kim
one
from
visit
Jean Bordeaux will be the stu- quelyn Miller, April 10th brideHomemakers
County
loway
was secretary for the project
latives, Mrs. Mary Bedwell of ganized a hundred years ago in
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* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
not experts in the guidance
members voted to cooperate and discipline.
The Murray State University ma be made by Wednesday by
Don't oven-each. Instead, move
area.
Have It— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be lad
with the general club to help de- Those attending from Callo- Women's Society Snsorgmbard calling the Extension Office
the ladder often.
corate for the annual charity way County were Miss Scott, will be held at the Student Un- 753-1452.
ball. The department also a- Mrs. Arlie Scott, Graham Felt- ion ballroom at 6:30 p. as. One
greed to send the chairman, er ner, president of Calloway dish per person is expected.
• ••
• substitute, to the state meet- County Farm Bureau, Mrs. Graing of the Kentucky Federation ham Feltner, Calloway County
The Pottertown Homemakers
In Lexington, April 27-30. It Farm Bureau women's chair- Club will meet at the Holiday
was also voted to change the man. and Mrs. Ray Broach,
Inn at ten km.
S'S
hour of meeting beet to 1:30
was
instead of 2. Announcement
The New Concord Homemakmade that the general meeting
ers Club will meet at the home
would be held May 22 instead
of Mrs. Loman Bailey at one
of May 4.
p.m.
• ••
Hostesses for the afternoon
were Mesdames M. P. ChristoTbe Harris Grove Homemak
pher, Dick Sykes, L E. Meera Club will meet at the home
Swain, Wayne Williams, and
of Mrs. Walsie Lewis at one
of
Snell
Meswere
W. B. Graves. Guests
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
p.m.
of
Section
• ••
dames Ed Diuguid, Bun Swann, the Bloomfield Hills
Chesley Butterworth, F. E. Detroit, Mich., and their child- The Arts and Crafts Club will
Crawford, C. L Sharborough, ren, Jennifer, Charles, and John, meet at the home of Mrs. Ronand James H. Stahler,
spent the Easter holidays with ald W. Churchill at 2:30 p.m
her parents, Mr. and Mn. R. R. with Mrs Pauline Speegle as
Parker of Murray Route Three.

Murrayans Attend
Paducah PEO
Luncheon Meet

Jacquelyn Miller
Honoree At Party

Miss Jayne Scott
Speaker District
Farm Bureau Meet

Diet Salad Plate

Shelia Kay Lyons
Honored At Shower
At Bogard Home

"Rainbow of Color"
Title Of Film At
Garden Club Meet

A prol3lem
for doctors

WALLIS DRUG

A SPECTACULAR TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES- "COME TO SWITZERLAND"
BY MAX & MADELEINE CANTNER MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY, APRIL 9- 1:30 pin.

Ray Snell Family
Visitors In The
R. R. Parker Home

Two bedroom house. permanent siding, low doers
payment. Easy monthly
terms. Located Vs miles
from New Concord on
Highway 444.

Easter Sunday after the family had attended church at Elm
Grove, Mrs. Parker's sister and
her husband. Mr and Mrs. Raymond McCuiston, visited with
the Snell: at her parents' home.
On Monday, March 30, the
birthday of R. R. Parker was
celebrated with a steak dinnez
at the Grecian Steak House.'
Attending were Mr. and ?Ali
R. R. Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Snell and
children. The F. R. Parker's son
who is in college in New Mexico greeted his father with a
telephone message. His only sister. Mrs. Grace Jones, was not
able to atend.

A NOON FASHION SHOW
FEATURING
A DELIGHTFUL MENU
COMPL /MEN TED 8Y
THE LATEST EXCITING STYLES

•• e
The Mien day luncheon wil
be served at the Calloway County Country Club at noon. lion
teases are Mesdames Jame. a
Alibritten, Hugh Houston, Baxter Bilbrey, Gaylord Forrest, K.
;3. Howton, Nat Ryan Hughes,
George E. Overbey, 0. P. ValenUne, Jack White, and Freed
Gotham. Bridge will be played
starting at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Sr., and Mrs.
Wells Purdom, Jr., as hostesses.
• ••
Thursday, April 1
Dexter
The
Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Marion Flood at 9:30 a. m.
• ••
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Women 4 the North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Edwin Cain at
1.30 p. m.
•••
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Charles Coleman at 12:30
p.

The Welcome Wagon Newc osiers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 7:30 p
• ••
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven p. as.
• ••
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church %VMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Lloyd
rlaCks at.9:30 a. m.
• • ••
The
Woman's
Missionary
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A MAGNIFICANT FILM THAT
EVE RY AMERICAN SHOULD
SEE!
On Stage Narrators
Max & Madeleine Cantner

TICKET & ATTEND-DON'T MISS T HIS TRAVELOGUE)
*****************************1

CO-SPONSOR
'Annoy aranch
Hopkinsvil le Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
304E. main

41 FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY!
*
*
*
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
*
Courtesy of Your Local
*
i
•
*
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
•
304 E. Main Street
_
*
*
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Co-Sponsor:
41
*
Honor Society in Geography
*
it
11
' Miss This Travelogue'
Dont
it
*
COME TO SWITZERLAND
*
*
*
It
Thursday. April 9 - 7:30 p.m.
*
0
*
4 MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDFIORIUM 11
****************************141

FREE DOOR PRIZE7
D ,QUALITY
GET

CO-SPONSOR
Gamma Theta Upsilon
Honor Society In Geography
, Murray State University

TABLEWARE

ONAL FREE TICKETS

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Assn.
PHONE 753-7921 (Contact Bruce Thomas or Helen Foley) 304 E. Main
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TIMES .—MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Wall Street
Chatter

NEW YORK (UP—It has
become "unmistakably dear"
that sometime around the
By VERNON SCOTT
second half of 1970 or first
UPI Hollywood Correspondent quarter of 1971 the American
economy will "resume its
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)— If one
upward march, free of excesof your minor goals in life is to sive regulatory restraint and
become a contestant in a quiz stimulated by public expendior game show, Bob Barker, ture," Wright Investors' Serhost of "Truth or Consequen- vice says. The firm observes
':.s" for 13 years, offers the that "blue chip" money is
OUAKE RUBBLE IN TURKEY—Two survivors make a forlorn scene in Gediz, Turkey, as they
following advice.
moving back into the "blue
sit in the rubble of what was once their home after a series of earthquakes devastated most
"Don't be a parlor come- chip" stocks and urges invesof the city. Many, many'hundreds died.
(Cablephotoi
dian," he said. "They make the tors not to be left out "of what
worst contestants of all. When may well become the greatest
they start telling jokes the stock market advance since the
early Vs.,,
audience tunes out."
Barker warms up his studio
--audience by walking through
Hayden, Stone says the
the crowd talking to people market now looks strong
informally, 'finding those with enough technically to support
pleasing personalitiss. He likes further recovery, perhaps to
test the January highs. Alto find out-of-towners.
In his five-day-a-week show though such a rise would be
Barker believes he has chosen construed very bullishly the
at least 18,000 participants over firm says there is still an
.,
,
TA _T. 7-jimulme
the years.
"impressive reservoir of sur"My choice of contestant plus buying power"-waiting for
depends on the consequence the market to go further -dew.
part of a show," he explained. Therefore, "although the techniThe 3 Farms, Farming Equipment
Furniture will
on
"It may call for a little old lady cal picture has improved
Tract
No.
I,
located
miles
4
east
of
Dukedo
m, Tenn., on State
or a swinging young couple. considerably, it seems quite
Line Road — Everything sells at this one location.
The main thing is to find people unreasonable to assume that a
who behave normally.
new bull market has already
Reaction Important
started," the firm says.
"If the individual draws
favorable reaction from the There are no indications that
SALE TIME 10 AN. — RAIN OR SHIM — LUNCH AVAILABLE
studio audience, he will have the market has fully discounted
AM OUITTING FARMING — GONE TO PUBLIC WORK
the same effect on viewers."
the extent and duration of the
Among poor risks, Barker profit squeeze, Moody's Inves-TRACT NO. I, consisting of 105.5 acres (more
acres bottom land. Has .,Me. The tract Is
names extraordinarily beautiful tors Service says. More time
or
less)
wilt
approx.
SO
acres
cleared.
This
located
I
mlle North of Austin Springs, sear
vfOrnen.
may be needed for it to form a
tract kat good house, wit% bails, good 4-inch
Robertson Store.
"They rely on their beauty durable base before a meaningplastic well, shed, nice shade trees, clad joins
TRACT NO. 3, known as the Minor Tucker Farm.
and fail to make an effort to be ful recovery can take place. State Line Road on tie earth side.
consists of 41 acres (more or less). This tract
personable," he said.
The course of credit policy will
TRACT NO. 2, consisting of Si acres (more or
is located south of State Line Highway. very
"The excessively aggressive be especially important to the
less), known as the Dodge Tacker Farm. The
sear to Tref} No. 1.
person is bad and so is the market in the immediate
farm has approx. 50 acres cleared land with 22
terribly frightened individual. future, since substantial moneREMEMBER! EVERYTHING SELLS AT ONE LOCATION — ON TRACT NO. I
Uncontrollable hippies are out. tary expansion could push stock
I 3.-ft. Oiler ISes
2 'TRUCKS 2
I avoid professional conte- prices higher even without the
1 GAM Nide
Milt Ima
I
1 gem= alma=
1 Ilecerk ISOM
I Pherforre amber
1 Set of in
I Chevrolet /
1
2-4ee track,
stants. Everybody resents prospect of meaningful profit
Hydraelle
A.04.. eelbolors :
1
1
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141%eiles1
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aidi__; rashrt
.dim
eesier
1 lbetrigenerer
I good soldlitea)
them.
recovery.
I 2/
1
2.foo Mick
tabs/ 1 Itsby lad
I Beeirean alba
I3
11 a
lli
Carea:
"Women over 30 are the best
1 Weems austime
2 Vora &Ors
1 Caspoi Owl
1
LlOs. nem robe
1 Wait, modiae
1 Illosem wore bailee
I tile
Mao" *OM leo amoraue So =Wien
contestants. Kids are great if CHAVEZ TAKES PART
tee 'a Meads ere aridly IRANI So caw rod look new 3 farms one
they'll talk.
One teem AK rit asks Fer_
eillierd blinambe
corest Mr. B. C. Comp emeer.
21.141771 —
brew.
CO% OA Wt.Pao.or IL IL imagoalp Oft MOOMIMMO
"All game and quiz shows are _ SAN ANTONIO, Tez...(0P1)—
aid Real Yam Orators. pier 21
or 2113.7544. Opearolla. T.
looking for people with strong liKsbcp-elect Patrick Fernandez
REAL ESTATE IS ONE OF YOUR SAFEST INVESTMENTS — HERE TOO HAVE 3 TRACTS OF LAND
opinions who can express their Flores said Thursday Cesar
TO CHOOSE FROM — PLAN NOW TO BE IN OUR CROWD.
thoughts.
Chavez, the California farm
"Teen-agers are good, but not union organizer, will take part
as interesting as kids 4 to 7 in Flores' consecration May 5
years old.
as bishop of the Catholic
OWNERS — 6533 BARTNER, UNIVERSITY CITY. ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
Best Thinks Young
archdiocese of San Antonio.
AUCTIONEERS aad REAL ESTATE
"The best contestant of all is Flores said Chavez would
BROKERS
Licease No.45 & 46
an elderly person who thinks Probably read the scriptures at
TIPTONYILLE TENNESSEE — "Our Sorvic• Dooss't Cost — It Pays"
young. Everyone identifies with the ceremony.
them."
Barker seldom chooses a
contestant twice.
Recently
he inadvertently
*
chose a pretty young woman
with a baby. When Bob asked if
she watched the show, the
contestant answered, "Yes,
•Forrl's seeeesme retell prIca tor the bras, 1A•rerpck modal. VAR* sidsmall lees are not included.
they are $30 estre Since dealer preparation charges
(II any), trensportation charges and state and 10,11 taxes very. they are not Included.
ever since I was on it last
nor it extra equipment that I. speclelly required by stets hews
time."
Surprised, Barker said, "I
don't remember you and I have
a good memory for pretty
girls."
Barker had the rug pulled
from beneath him when she
replied: "You don't remember
me because I was only eight
years old at the time."
Barker: "Oh."
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HOT SCOOP--This steel maker's ladle, weighing 60 tons and capable of holding 265 tons of
molten iron, is delivered to Y.oungstownliheetlinti Tube's East Chicago, Ind., plant.
'
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Varieties
Available
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
lucky greenhouse vegetable
growers have several new to.
rano varieties to choose from
that have promise of being more
productive end more disease readmit than varieties presently
being grown, according to Dr.
C. R. Roberts, Horticulturist at
—the UK 00110e of AgricultureOne of Mee nannom mmesaes Is
the "Rapids" variety. This variety bee been released meetly by the Michigan State University Agricultural Experiment
Station. 'Me Rapids Variety is
a red Bruited variety, resistant
to fume= wilt and reported
to be tolerant to tobacco mosvirus whkih Is common in
Kentucky greenhouse tomatoes
presentiy being grown. This variant is also described es haying a an,deep globe aliape,
with fruit averaging four to five
ounces in weight The variety

is also described al maturing
indite then most ellalldard vanillin' with fruit chains closely spaced on the plant.
The "Tuckcroes 520" van*,
Is a red fruited variety that
originated from the University
of Miasouri Agricultural Experiment Station Breeding Program. This variety has performed enceptkenally well during
one year's trial in Kentucky.
The fruit size is large and the
plantis resistant to some straini
of Cledosporium leaf mold, a
common fungus diocese on tomatoes grown in plastic grewhouses

FOREIGN POLICY TALK

WASHINGTON (U P
President Nixon invited former
President Lyndon B. Johnson to
breakfast today for a foreign
policy discussion. Later in the
day Johnson was to have a
similar briefing with Secretary
of State William P. Rogers.
Johnson, in town for a
friend's wedding, attended worship services at the White
House Sunday with Lady Bird
Johnson and his daughter and
son-in-law, Maj. and Mrs.
Charles S. Robb.
The former president, reAnother variety for green- covering from a heart ailment,
house forcing that has shown looked tanned and dapper.
prombe at the University .of
Maireucky io "Veegan." This im
riety originated in Canada. II BOSUS MONEY SEIZED
is leaf mold disease resistant
and has produced high Yleidi
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The
of smooth fruit under Kentucky Treasury Department
says its
conditions. The first size ie agents seized $82.2 million in
somewhat smaller than Ma- counterfeit money during
1969—
cron 520 and the Nhicagoncompared with $16.6 million in
Ohio variety which is the most
common variety being grown at bogus bills seized the year
before.
present.
For more detailed informa- Of the $18.2 million seized
tion on theme viarieties write to last year, $15.7 was captured
the Department of Horticulture, before it could be circulated,
University of Kentucky, Les- and $2.5 million after it had
been passed to the public, the
ington, Kentucky, 40506.
department said.

UP TO $300
FOR YOUR

puma

.111,7:

Mr. and Mrs. .B. G. Casey
B. N. LeDuke & Son,

'1995...it's a little gas.

PREDICT

FIGURES

LONDON (UPI)— The chairman of the British Tourist
Authority predicted Th ursday
10 million tourists a year will
be *Ring Britain annually by
1975. Sir Alexander ,Glen said
tourism brought in more than
$864 million to Britain in 1969.

CHILD'S PHOTO

Our little Maverick is America's best selling small car. The reason is simple—solid value.
Maverick is simple to drive. Turn on the engine and you turn loose the power of 105 horses.
Yet Maverick rivals the economy imports in gas mileage. Simple to park. Maverick can
U-turn in a tighter circle than the leading import. Simple to service. Maverick requires
fewer oil changes, fewer chassis lubrications. You save time andmoney. Simple to repair.
The Maverick Owner's Manual has t4 pages of instruction for routine maintenance jobs you
can do yourself. Simple to own. Save right from the start—the Simple Machine is your Ford
Dealer's lowest priced car.

For a little more...ifs a GRABBER!

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS PAY BIG MONEY for
photos of children to sell their product's. Hundreds of $$$
paid when picked for ads, magazines, calendars, etc.
CHILDREN - Two months to six years will be photographed in MURRAY for approval by national advertising companies.
Absolutely No Cost or Obligation!!

Your selection of proofs. . . Limit one model per family.
Photographer will be at Midtowner Motel on.Thursday,
April 9. Hours: 1 to 7 pAn.
FREE Picture will be furnished by Thompson Studio

iE NEED CUTE MODEL-S. . DRESS THEM
UP; AND BRINI !HOSE BABIES IN!!
•!.

LOOKING CALm, Mrs. Joan
Tunney Wilkinson, 30,awaits
an April 8 court appearance
in Chesharn, England, her
second in the head-Injuries
death of her husbank Lynn
Carter Wilkinson, 31,in their
century-old cottage. Oldsters
will note the resemblance or
her and her famous father,
former heavyweight fight
champion' Gene • Tunney
Likewise three brothers, one

e•

4-

The new Maverick Grabber has all the same.
features as our Simple Machine but we've
added an extra sporty flare to it. Here's what
Grabber gives you: 0 Racy bodyside tape
stripes, choice, of five hot Grabber colors,
14-in, whitewall tires and wheel trim rings.
High excitement, yes. High price, no. Q 200
CID Six and 3-speed fully synchronized manual
transmission. Lots of pep, but not hard to tune.
Grabber adds to your fun, not your mechanical

problitms.0Dual racing mirrors. But no high
"muscle car" insurance rates.0Three-spoke
woodgrained steering wheel just like the racing cars. But no hard, stiff ride. Grabber's
sprung for Comfort, not for the track.0Blackpainted hood and grille. Grabber puts on a
great front, but maintenance costs are low.
Service is fast and simple. With lots you can
do yourself.0Rear deck-lid spoiler. Even an
economy car can dream, can't it?

MAVERICK COO
THE NEW MAVERICK GRABBER IS AT YOUR FORD DEALER'S NOW.
For mono information about Maverick, see your Ford Dealer or write: Maverick Catalog. Oitot N-21. PD I3o,
t,•

•
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MURRAY. ILINTEICKY
teachers, bartenders, millionaires and bell boys who couldn't
resist betting on anything from the roll of the dice to the
horses.
Thanks again, Abby, and God bless you in your work.
"STILL FIGHTING"

"Deolt -AU
Nudity's not
her 'bag'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a school teacher who has be
happily married for three years. We are expecting our first
child, but that's not my problem.
Last summer my husband and I joined a nudist club and
spent our vacation at their camp. I wasn't for it at first, but
went to please my husband, and I must admit that the people
there were the friendliest I had ever met.
Well, my husband wants to go again this summer, but I
don't care to go. Why? That's my problem. I don't know why.
Maybe I'm afraid the news wW get back to my parents or
some of our friends who think nudism is "wrong." Or maybe
it's because I was brought up without ever having seen a
naked adult body before I was married. [It still "bothers"
me some, ell% now, but maybe that's a "wrong" attitude on
my part.]
Should I force myself to go just to please my husband?
Or should I follow my feelings and ask my husband to go
FEELING GUILTY
somewhere else this summer'

IN THE SHADE OF AN OVERTURNED TANK, members of the
U.S. let Mr Cavalry take a break for lunch at Fire Support
Base Illingsworth, northwest of Tay Ninh, South Vietnam.
The tank got it when the foe fired more than 200 rocket
Radiophoto
and mortar shells into the base.

DEAR FEELING: Follow your feelings, and don't feel
visited the
Sunay
Cevdet
earthquake devastated regions
Sunday and promised
ISTANBUL (UPI)— Presideot of Turkey
a new city would be built, to
*replace the destroyed town of
Gediz.
Latest reports from the
earthquake area said the ruins
of the Temple of Zeus, built'in
second century
the
collapsed Saturday after standing for a week after the 'quake,
* New Installment
which has taken at least 1,800
* Repairs
Lives.
* Pumping
(Licensed. State Health
Department)
FITTING NAME

PROMISES NEW CITY

0

SEPTIC TANK
SERVICE

ALL TYPES BACKHOE
WORK

Gene Steely
Bldg. Cont.
MOM 753-71511
Southside Shopping Center

BUCKFASTLEIGH, England
(CPO— When Susan Axford and
David Knowling needed a place
to hold their wedding reception,
they decided on a train pulled
by a steam engine dubbed
"Wedding Belle," Knowling, 27,
Is a fireman on the line.

0.
)

,•
IA)

0
,
0:1
•••21 '•••:•
••••71,•

DEAR ABBY: I have a terrible problem. My beautiful
a pacifier. I
242-year-old son is spoiled rotten.
have tried everything from putting hot sauce to castor oil on
it to make it taste bad, but he still asks for it again and
again.
I am expecting another baby soon and I would like to
have my 2%-year-old off that ugly pacifier by then. He wants
it mostly at night and I'm determined not to give it to him
but.ne keeps crying until I finally give in. I think he's much
too old to be sucking that thing.
What can I do, Abby? I'm at the end of my rope. Don't
tell me to just suddenly take it away, from him. I've tried it,
but I always end up giving it to him.
Please help me It's about to drive me nuts!
UPSET MOTHER

He stillsucks

DEAR MOTHER: First, sucking on a pacifier will de
your child no harm. But denying him the pleasure, modal
and security he obviously needs and derives from it can do
him a great deal of harm. Let him have his pacifier as long
rui he wants it And if you doubt the soundness of this advice,
ask your pediatrician.
DEAR ABBY. It has been a long time since I wrote to
tell you that I was a compulsive gambler who had lost a
fortune in time, money and self-respect. I also told you that I
tram prim/a isid checks, embezzled motley, served tune, and
lost my family. Not to mention one attempted suicide.

I just want to thank you again for recommending
Gamblers Anonymous. I joined them and have not gambled
since—and it's been three years! I still go to meetings and
give strength and hope to others who were in the same shape
as I was. I've met doctors, lawyers, cab drivers, school

DEAR STILL:

ria set a

R

etewimo A

betting woman, but I'll gamble

sa yen! AM V others want Intorwiatlos about GAMBLERS
ANONYMOUS, write Is their home edicts: P. 0. Bon No.
11113, Los Angelis*, Cal. INI117.

Wbat's year problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
year died. Write is ABBY, Box MSS, Las Angeles, Cal.
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelops.

$7498
IMagine yourself in the spotlight wearing our newest
r,

double breasted coat dress. You'll catch all the applauee, and even give a bit to Nardis for their custom design. This cricket stripe dress, so new. of
100% Dacron® polyester double knit. has a bright
touch of a scarf at the neck to confOliment the wide
collar and lapels. Colors of White/Brown; White/
Blue; White/Black. Sizes II to It

Clemmie Jordan
Murray IA

Mayfield. Ky.

•

.••

GOOD SOIL HOLDS
TOGETHER WELL'-AVOID COMPACTING
SOIL IN WET WEATHER.

replacement and repair work to
establish a guide to current
value.

By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Beaufort Sea
Central Press Association
ARCTIC OCEAN
Corresinniden't
Prudhoe Bay
FAIRBANKS. Alaska--Preparations are underway for one
of the greatest projects ever
Chukcki Sea
undertaken, the construction of
the Trans Alaska Pipeline, estimated to cast from 1930 million to $I billion. It will be the
largest private construction
pr3gram in history.
ot
Fairbanks
The pipeline will connect the
M
4t
fabu'ous oil fields discovered cn
LANKA
4
4
Alaska's Arctic Coast with an
4t
ice free port in southern Alaska
c.>
where the oil will be transportC.
ed by tanker to the WeseCoast
and elsewhere in the Pacific.
Valdez
Here at Fairbanks, in the
center of the 49th state, space
has ben cleared for the arrival
Bering Sea
of the—supplies and equipment
Gulf of Alaska
that will be used to build the
830-mile link from Prudhoe Bay
on the North Slope to th‘
southern port of Va'dez. NearPACIFIC OCEAN
by, a piece of the 48-inch pipe
'eV
that will be used is on public
display.
Strangely enough, the advent
tine marks Trans Alaska Pipeline's roure.4
of winter, with its killing cold
Alaska Ranges and ,h, chug- banks, continue through a
and bitter winds makes possible ach
Mountains. Th. Itrooks 3,000-foot pass in the Alaska
giant•projthe launching,of the
and the
Range alone is 100 n
wide. Range 100 miles south
be
then
can
supplies
„.. ect, for
Chugach Mountains further on
the
However,
stak,
ground
the
frozen
nigh,
over
carried
until it reaches Its destination
and rivers where roads are few with estimates of tr.,- oil .find
the Gulf of Alaska.
on
ranging
from
five
to
,
'
1-1
entirely
billion
or
between
far
,0
and
• • •
barrels and up, so the Kim ble,
non-existent.
PART of the pipeline will
Atlantic and British l'etroleUrn
• • •
oil compnlea are..yv
up. prohahly hay* to be built on
THE. diffirultias faced -la eon:. dertake the risk of I.
it crosses perma„.
{
1Ini
the stilts where
structing the pipeline will be pipeline.
frost, the ground in the Arctic
of
tremenclojrs. Consider some
which is permanently frozen to
60
They are confi,irri
pipe- depths of 1,000 feet or more
them: The temperature in
can
lie
be
de01101
50
oil
to
Fairbanks falls to 45
layer of one to two
begun ti. •.7z !halal Atop it Is a
grees Fahrenheit below zero deliveries
feet of tundra, which become
deliveries
are
at
unknown.
not
and minus 66 is
virtually impassable In summer
..00,000 barrels
For about 350 miles. from 50
when it melts and turns the
capacit
r
,
to
Fairbanks
mites north of
surface into a bog.
C lion
baTfrels
per
no
are
there
Prudhoe Bay.
Supplies, equipment and con
• • .
roads or railrOads.
struction crews wilt be trans
THE
PIPELINE
1,; !
,
during the winter by
egin 00 ported
A single 40-foot-long acetic/el
the Arctic Coast .o .
a level, ship. air and over an ice road
of 48-inch pipe weighs five tons
then
climb
until
.1t
sections
rr,ses the from mid-Alaska to the Arctic
and more than 100.000
Brooks Range at . ci 0 4 500
In addition to the Trans
will be required for the pipeline.
feet.
From
there
It
weighs
tr,v•este Alaska Pipeline, the petroleum
A singie mainline valve
hills and Mit .
relling
until may be transported through the
30 ton4.
it reaches the
1,,'
River Northwest Passage, which the
The pipeline must cross six There the pipe willV16,4.
1,,
oil tanker Manhattan recently
livers. including fee . mighty In the river bottom
A transcontinental
Yukon. which has never been chiseled out of R4111,1 rutrrnch conquered.
es: spanned in Alaska except by
pfportioe lactose Canada or the
.conterminous United States is
w,ntrr bee. and such forbidding 'Then the pipelin• siR, rm
„ mounz.lins as the Brooks and more hills and flat Ind 1„ Fair- Oro Under consideration •
- -40--e •

BE SHARED WITH
YOUR NEIGHBOR.

For Abby's sew booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
is Abby, Bon MIS. Lai Angeles, Cal. MM.

— In ease of an emergency,
get your camera out and start
snapping. The sooner you
photograph the damage, the
better chance you have of
proving your claim.
— Take snapshots, too, of

DIAL OSTATil

EXCESS SEED CAN

Knew." sead

NEW YORK (UPI) —
Snapshots can be used to save
time, money and energy in case
of robbery, accident or tax loss
One couple, for example
faced with proving claim:
resulting from a fire which
gutted one wing of their home
produced pictures of the interior
and exterior before and after the
blaze.
The insurance company
accepted the snapshots as
evidence and promptly sent
them a check.
*Authorities suggest these
steps to be prepared for a
catastrophe:
— Take a complete
photographic inventory of your
home.
— Photograph each room
from four different angles to
include furnishings. Take
close-up shots of especially
valuable items, such as araiques.
— Picture the exterior of your
home from all four sides
including landscaping, trees,
driveway, fences.
— Write the date, place and
price of purchase on the back of
photographs showing expensive
possessions.
— Color film will help show
the ttue value.
— Store snapshots in a bank
safe-deposit box or in a ['repro°
container at home.
— Keep your snapshots up to

77,

CONSIDER NATURAL
FERT1UZERS THAT
MAY BE HAD AT A
REASONABLE reia.

man can get aa UL-SIFt.

el, 2as

HOT SPECIAL
1/2 CHICKEN
SLAW
FRENCH FRIES
ROLLS
164 DRINK
all for only

95C

Good Tuesday• Wednesday & Thursday

Trenhokn's Driveln
Ph. 753-2997 for CARRY OUT or DELIVERY

DON'T BE

"APRIL FOOLED"
"WHERE YOU SAVE DOES
MAKE A DIFFERENCE"

EARN UP TO

-208 ACRE farm faceted
blacktop at Coldwater.
watershed lake. This is
good farm and is pri
.5-BEDROOM brick wi
• basement, located
1 street from the Uoiversi
us. High state of repair,
; beat and air rciarli
•
nice large lot. Ideal be
zoned
fraternity and
. 4-BEDROOM brick and
of good land, located j
; miles from the city
!WE HAVE a wide set
;building lots inside th
'',schoo/ district and outsi
'city. Financing avails
;qualified buyers. Come
: office at 502 Maple S
call us at any time to
'1 details. This is a good
buy. We appreciate y
ii
aess.

WE HAVE AN ANSWER
TO THE HOUSING CRISIS!

Manager

Murray Branch

1

• TUCKER REALTY
302 Maple Street, Mum
t• tacky 7334342. Home p
'
Donald R. Tucker, 7
'Bobby Grogan, 733-4978-

REMEMBER . .
Every '15,000 Savings Deposit
here means a new home will
be built in your community!!

Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Lan Association
111, 753 7921

A MODERN
home• and 26% acres,
from Murray. Farm •
and overlooks a nice
3-BEDROOM frame In v
condition. Carpets and
fireplace, central air c
:ng. Also a real nice
;etilding with a garage,
ly heated. Ideal for
kind of home worksho
show you this place
us an offer.
4-BEDROOM stone h
leasemeet,:-Besurnin
Needs some repair but'
accordingly. Located
well.
A 2-BEDROOM house
acre on a blacktop road
about 2 miles from M
peted, air conditioned,
tached garage. Price
reduced.
100 ACRE FARM loc
Highway 841 about 2
th of Murray, adj
,dustrial property. Prac
of the farm is tillable
high state of producti
highway frontage.
available at 8% into
qualified buyer.
MOBILE HOME and
combination, located in t
athan Creek area of K
Lake. Fully equipped wi
furnishings, double carp
storage room. One ac
;rid lot.
11 2/3 ACRE LOT vrith 1
'building and mobile horn
3 Close to Jonathan C
:paved road.

$20,100
"Guaranteed Interest"
Move Your Savings Here
By April 10th

BRUCE THOMAS

5-BEDROOM, I%
in excellent comliti
an older home with
meat that could be
rentals. Central
•
rooms. Some
cluded in the sale.
2-STORY, 4-bedroom
2% baths, formal '
fireplace, double g
of the finest houses
Well located in the
School District.
A 4-BEDROOM brick
We garage located
Grove on a 2 acre
QUALITY co
room Colonial with
and double garage.
able 5 3/4% loan.
9-ROOM HOME in
nice lot. Ideal for
family or an extra
Very reasonably p •
3-BEDROOM brick wi
cellent floor plan. 1
family room, spacio
especially nice drapes
ditioned. Good locati
house is nice as
ful landscaping. Just
A 4-BEDROOM brick
new high school site
rooms, sunken living
mai dining area, q
struction, excellent 11
double garage, very
BRICK AND STONE
extra features. 3
basement, formal '
2% baths, fireplace in
ity room with a
recreation room, doub
large sundeck with Mee
for your outdoor liv"
ure. All electric,
lion home. City school
Let us show you this
ins home. Would co
trade. Reduced

FLASHER!

Trans Alaska Pipeline Will Be Largest
Private Construction Program in History

NARDis

GARDEN no
FIRST BOW INCHES OF SOIL ARE
IMPORTANT, SHOULD BE
WELL AERATED. TURN
SOIL WRL MIXING-IN
CHOPPED STRAW, EGG
SHELLS FOR BETTER
AERATION.

CONFIDENTIAL TO "BIG ED": Better start leaking
around for another Job. From toe mach YERSIR„ NOSIR, a

Pictures
of house
valuable

PAGE SEVEN

LOST A POUND
LOST: Two female
• Hickory Grove vicinity,
ins collar, belonging to
Roach. Phone 753-5839
•• 3941.
Illok/17110 TO OUT

301 E. Main Street

WANTED: Stroller, high
and cog seat. Phone 7
I •
• AP

&
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HELP WANTED

if*Se,Nee
*Wag/Itfihti
MOW 77fE
112AL OVATE POR SAL2

A

- --r
ussivesysi
Your
Have Your Air Conditioner Cleaned
and Greased
TIN
"Don't Let The Summer Heat Catelt-=air conditioner will perform better and

k 5-BEDROOM, 1% story frame BEAUTIFUL, almost new, splitin excellent condition. This LI level home with two large woodan older home with full base- ed lots in Sherwood Forest
ment that could be utilized for Over 3600 square feet in all.
rentals. Central heat, 1% bath Carpeted living room, has osrooms. Some furniture is in- thedral beamed ceiling and huge
&place. Large dining ell with
cluded in the sale.
2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick with glom sliding doors onto 12' a
2% baths, formal dining room, 30' redwood deck. Lovely kitchfireplace, double garage. One en with extra cabinets, disposof the finest houses in Murray. er, dish washer and attached
Well located in the Robertson breakfast mom. Stone foyer,
panelled family room with glass
School District.
A 4-BEDROOM brick with dou- doors to stone patio. Four carble garage located at Lynn peted bedrooms and also office
Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot. which can be fifth bedroom.
QUALITY construction 3-bed- Three complete tiled baths. Inroom Colonial with fireplace side two car garage. Dry lower
and double garage. Transfer- level has very large finished
game room with large fireplace,
able 5 3/4% loan.
also utility room. Many other
9-ROOM HOME in Hazel on a extras such no cedar shake roof,
nice lot. Ideal for the large Anderson windows and electronfamily or an eadrs apartment. & air cleaner. Gas heat and
Very reasonably priced.
electric central air condition3-BEDROOM brick with an ex- ing. By transferred owner, 753
cellent floor plan. 1% baths, 7488.
FIA-7C
family room, spacious utility,
especially nice drapes, air conditioned. Good location and the
home is nice as new. Beautiful landscaping. Just $22,500
A 4-BEDROOM brick near the
new high school site. 2 bath
rooms, sunken living room, formal dining area, quality construction, excellent floor plan,
double garage, very large patio.
BRICK AND STONE with many
extra features. 3 bedrooms, full
basement, formal dining room.
2% baths, fireplace in the family room with a rustic finish;
recreation room, double garage,
large sundeck with electric grill
for your outdoor living pleasure. MI electric, Gold Medallion home. City school district.
Let us show you this outstanding home. Would consider a
tide. Reduced drastically.

1

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL MATZ FOE SALE

1968 PONTIAC le Mans convertible. Power steering, power
brakes, air conditioner, $1895.00. Phone 753-4514 after 4:00
A-8-P
p m.

unfurnished
TWO-BEDROOM
duplex apartment. Phone 753A-7-C
5517 or 435-5791.
12' x 50' HOUSE trailer. Phone
753-2985 or 474-2332 after 5:30
p. in. City conveniences. A-11-C

1965 PLYMOUTH Fury II, 318
mow, new tires, factory air, TWO FURNISHED apartments,
power steering, radio, automat- near college. Phone 753-6564.
A-8C
ic. Real nice car, light blue. Call
A-8-P
492-8616.
l'HREE-BEDROOM house, car1968 TWO-TON truck. New bed peted living room, air condiwad hoist with grain sides and tioned, with drapes. Available
cattle racks. V-8 engine, two- June 1, close to college. Phone
A-9-C
speed axle. Dwain Taylor Chev- 753-3605.
rolet laic., South 12th Street.
afurnished
A-9-C ONE-BEDROOM
Phone 753-2617.
partment. Zimmerman ApartFOR SALE OR TRADE, 1966 ments, South 16th Street. Phone
A-9-C
two door Chevrolet Bel-Air, 327 753-6609.
motor. 1966 Honda. Phone 436building,
FOOT
SQUARE
A-9-C 3600
=79 after 4:30 p. in.
two acres of land, will also build
to suit tenant, on Industrial
Road. Phone 753-3228. A-9-C
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, full
carpeting and air conditioning.
A-9-P
Phone 753-8968.

NOTICE

ROOM fox four girls, private
entnance and cooking privileges
Electric heat and air conditioning, 1603 College Farm Road,
ABC
phone 753-2377.

1 2 PRICE SALE!!
/

NOTICE

' WANTED: Woman to do telephone work from office, two
bouts &Ay, $1.60 per hour.
A-9-C
Phone 753-3228.

IN MEMORY
The following written by
friends of Edward A. Gore in
memory of his passing three
last longer!
years ago, April 11.
AUTing FOR SALE
In Springtime
Call or Go In at
It was only tbree sleet years
age that you were laid to rest,
And left many hearts broken
NEW DATSUN
of those who loved you best.
Phone 753-2571
Northside Shopping Center
it was a lovely day of springtime when you were called
away
PO* SALM
Just barely middle age, just four
POI 'ALS
days past your foOth birthday.
SPINE'? PIANO: Wanted, re- FIVE YEAR OLD Gelding, west It left many vacant spots in
over
753take
Call
to
spon.sible party
ern saddle and bridle.
the hearts of many friends.
A-9-1) The cnly th..r,g to crnfort us
low monthly payments on a 3466 after 6 p. in.
2969 DATSUN pick-up truck, spinet piano. Can be seen lowas to know you had preparScrambler, 330.
(the little hustler) 2 to callY. Write Credit Manager, 1969 HONDA miles, electric
for this end.
ed
500
than
choose from, both Ilk P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, In- Less
We're sure it's always spring
A-16-P starter. Phone 753-8459 or 753diana.
new, Save $500.00.
time in heaven with you there.
A-9-C
2434.
smile and personality
-Your
exmattress,
BASSINETT with
should make at all the more
cellent condition. Phone 753- AKC REGISTERED German
her.
A-7-C Shepherd puppies, eight weeks
7238.
old, wormed and weaned. Ralph We may see you in a little
NIMROD camping trailer, going Bucy, Buchanan, Tenn. Phone
while all may have a few
for $350.00. See at 1609 Col- 247-3302 after 4:00 p. in. Male,
more miles to tread.
A-9-P But we'll be so g!:.'d to greet
lege Farm Road, telephone 753- $35.00, female $25.00.
A.T-C
8155.
you with a "Hi There Miter
USED FURNITURE & ApplianEd."
WHEEL HORSE tractor with ces, ranges, refrigerator, antiDm acid Ora Haley
mower, plow, dire and culUva- que buffet, glass and metal door
ITC
A-7-P
Stmt.
table,
18th
leg
North
tor. 916
safes. Drop leaf gate
dining room suite, odd maple
MAKES SURVEY
1es ta.utws emus& Meg chairs, bedroom suite, odd beds.
.
SA/L
suites,
room
living
Two-piece
ear4
didn't fluster-classed the
LONDON (UPI) - Britain's
tables and trunks. Cerra wa•
pete- with Blue- Lestrin•- Rea odd
Association is makAdvertising
.
N
105
Appliance,
&
Furniture
os.
electric shampooer
Big K.
to determine
a
survey
ing
A.,9-C
753-1502.
Phone
3rd.,
ji.si.0
whether the brassiere, panty
1966 AUSTIN-115E41LT Sprite HANNAH'S husband Hector
and girdle ads in subway
Sports convertible, Spestations are sexy to the point of
hates hard work so he cleans the
cial, $695.00.
offending people.
rust- With Blue Lustre. Rent SRTIMES THEFT
concern that
"There is
electric shampooer $1. Westera
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
KINGSTON, England (UP I).- advertising is moving faster
A-6-C Britain's Automobile Associa- than public minim," said
Well".
"Open Evenings'
reviewing procedures Malcolm Wright, the associaAGILTS. Phone 753-4778 or 7=- tion is
210 Sycamore
by emergency crews tion's director of public affairs.
Mowed
A-BC
A4C 8776.
"On the road after a complaint
No loss
SPINET PIANO, excellent con- from a detective's wife.
dition. Phone 753-8528. 1•04
Mrs. Bryan Anderson said
BOSTON (UPI)-it has been
she returned to her car to find demonstrated that 25 per cent
conGood
CHAIR.
AND
COUCH
Don
AKRON, Ohio (UP1)helping a of any deer herd can be shot in
A-BC an association crew
Johnson, a 29-year-old bowler dition. Phone 753-8521.
young man, apparently intent the Fall without decreasing the
from Kolcomo, Ind., won the TWO FORMALS, size 10. One on theft, start it, He ran away annual size of the herd, accordsixth annual $100,000 Firestone 23" black and white Zenith TV.Italian she asked what they were ing
the
to
Masachusetts
Professional Bowlers Associa- Call after 6 p. in., 753-3466.
Audubon Society.
doing.
AS-P
tion Tournament of Champions.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Lassiter-McKinney

- at -

BIRCH DOOR
UNITS - 119.75

KENNETH HUMPHRIES

FOOD MARKET
Starting Wednesday Morning
7:00 a.m. till 8:00 p.m.

Ken-Ten Building
Supply,
Murray's Plywood Center

A MODERN 2-bedroom brick
home'and 26% acres, 3% miles
from Murray. Farm is fenced
and overlooks a nice lake.
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
EXCLUDING...
condition. Carpets and drapes.
DRINKS
fireplace, central air condition.
CANDY
•ng. Also a real nice 20' x 60'
DAIRY PRODUCTS
luilding with a garage, central=as
ly heated. Ideal for almost any
BREAD
kind of home workshop. Let us
ICE CREAM
show you this place and make
: moffer.
ir&
POTATO CHIPS
00M stone house with
fat
i acre Went"
Needs some repair but ie priced
accordingly. Located near Wiswell.
2-BEDROOM house and 1
acre on * blacktop road located
aboot 2 miles from Murray. Carpeted, air conditioned, and at-tached garage. Price has been
reduced.
.100 ACRE FARM located on
,Highway 541 about 2 miles north of Murray, adjacent to Inalustrial property. Practically all
SERVICSS OFFERED
'of the farm is tillable and in a
PEST CONTROL Ter- 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
KELLY'S
high state of productivity. 800'
and refills are now available at
highway frontage. Financing mites-eat your home. Roaches
& Times Office Supavailable at 6% interest to -carry germs. Spiders-are the Ledger
TFNC
poison. For free inspection call ply eters.
qualified buyer.
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914,
TIC ELECTROLUX SALES & SerMOBILE HOME and cottage 24 hours a day.
combination, located In the Jonvice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
athan Creek area of Kentucky
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932
classes
TRAINING
NEW
DOG
Lake. Fully equipped with nice'
are beginning in Paris on April Lynnville, Kentucky.
furnishings, double carport with
May-9-C
7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For
7a storage room. One acre woodInformation call Noreen Sim- FOR ALL your Fashion 220 Coslot.
.ed
A-7-C
onsen, 642-6073,
mettles call Mary Ann McCuis1 2/3 ACRE LOT with 14' x 15'
apace.
A-7-P
ton 753-2965.
.building and mobile home
Close to Jonathan Creak on a MONOGRAMMING Phone Jane
Stokes at 7534357, 1612 Keenepaved road.
A-114 THICALLOWAY County Board
land Drive.
the
on
of Education will receive bids
footed
208 ACRE farm
at MO South 8th Street, Murray,
blacktop at Coldwater. 35 acre
Kentucky, for the following
'watershed lake. This is a real
Items: Stainless Steel Angle
good farm And Is priced right.
Frame Truck, approx. size 39%"
lawns to mow
x 34 3/4" ht. (Wed capacity*
'lg.
5-BEDROOM brick with full WANTED:
A-7-P
basement, located across the Phone 753-4052.
500 lbs.). Stainless steel Work
Table, 30" x 60". Refrigerator,
street from the Univertity campus. High abate of repair, central WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phone 30 Cu. It,. doubledoor. Courseheat and Mr ccalditioning, extra 753-6030 after 3:30 p. M. TFNC Lou oven, bottled gas, sin IP
Bids
prox.*2/8" x 39" x
nice large lot. Ideal location for
Complete Smell Insane Repair must be In board office no later
fraternity and tweed .R4.
4-BEDROOM brick and 20 acres GARDEN TILLERS, lawn mow- than 1100 ndlui. -May 4, 1E70
of good Land, located just 2%' ers, chain saws. Authorized The Boiled reserves the right
Briggs and Stratton Dealers to rejeckloy or all bids.
miles from the city limits.
Authorized Lawson Power ProA-7-C
'WE HAVE a wide selection of ducts Dealer. Marna Supply
building lots inside the city Co., 206 East Main. phone 753H-1TC I WILL NOT be responsible for
school district and outside the E351.
my debts other than my own
city. Financing available for
after this date. Buddy Meek
qualified buyers. Come by our
and
mowers
FILED. lawn
H-IT?
office at 502 Maple Street or SAWS appliances repaired and ,Boyd.
small
• call us at any time to discuss
R.
toels sharpened. 512
details. This is a good time to yard
South 12th Street. Phone 753- AFTF.R THIS DATE, 1 am no
buy. We appreciate your busiMay-11-C
6067.
longer reeponaible for any
•:- Berl.
492- debts other than my own. CharPhone
MCkWED.
LAWNS
Company,
REALTY
4 TUCKER
A4-P les Eddie Reeder.
6:30 p. in.
: 502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken. 8362 after
lucky 753-4342. Home phones:
t Donald R. Tucker, 753-5036
r Bobby Grogan, 753-4978.
A-9-C

All merchandise in store /2 PRICE

227 Maple

753-6583

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts3'

PO

LOOK,UNPER "6OAT"

THAT'S THE LONGEST HOME
RCN EVER HIT IN THIS PARI;CHARLIE
RAJ-,AND 401/ WERE THE PITCHER

Kenneth Humphries Food Market
9th and Sycamore Street

sr.

--t:

LOST • FOUND

,.: LOST: Two female Beagles in
: Hickory Grove vicinity. Wearing collar, belonging to Donald
Roach. Phone 753-5839 or 753ITC
'. 3941.
'WANTS* TO MIT

- "AUCTIONS'

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy
NOW WE WON'T
HAVE TO WORRY
ABOUT BURGLARS

LET'S THROW OUT THIS
OLD DINOSAUR BONE

LARGE
DOG

V. 11..
1 Pr Olt
Pr...,
4111970 I.

oft.-7

by R. Van Buren
,
Wynn Pr....nrcor
Wr4a Roars 11....,,ed

rri5 DiGGEA

BEHOLD!.
WHEW CAN I
TAKE OFF
THIS STUPID
Bt.I IsJDFOLD?

MOW
QUEE
OF MY
HEARTH

Ti-IAN PRINCESS
GRACE'S!!

OW14
I.I L

KWEEL TO YOUR
QUEEN,P1F.ASANTS!!

\
tr...
1
4tIc t lk

KiNGDONtig
_

El
1

a-

lik7
f

.
A sI14A.

4.7
A

by Al Capp

LIT Abner
6ff

,
GOIN'
CALL THE 5NER1,Cc.
OR ILL RAVE
HIRAM -- i T'5 ONE OF THEM
IME LAW
HiPP/fiS isivADIN. 'TOWN'
Ot4 YE.'

(

We are LicEnsed and Bonded In Ky. and Tenn and are
ready to BOOK YOUR AUCTION. It you are th'nk ng
about Farm Sales. Land Sales, Dispersals, Antique, Livestock. Equipment Sales, or what-have-you. Call us collect
-we'll track! Our years of experience have prown that we
can get more for ycur merchandia. We guarantee FAST,
EFFICIENT, TOP-DOLLAR in all our sal:n.-

Hestingi Realty. and Auction
park

•••••••
,

Abbie'N Slats

"wm

Hulie V. Hastings, Broker-Auctioneer •
WANTED: Stroller, high chair,
pN,r, SIT )A&t
Tenn
7334499
and oer seat. Phone
A-7•Z`N-aleommmir
- - - -

BEWARE
OF

V-.,,,

e •• o

U•••••1

SORRY, I
BOTHERED
`AOLI, FOLKS.

JUST YOUR
IMAG I NATIOIsj
AMANDA!

THE LEDGER
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School Tax . .
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

_

TIMES

ersons Are Fined In SEEN & HEARD . :Music Fest ...
Today's 1PCalloway
County Court
Stock Market
(Continued From Paws 1)

(CortEnuett From Pegs 1)

Murray, boys medium voice; SuSeveral cases have been dis- what it stetted out to be.
ed by having on-the-job train
san Hainsworth and Wanda Mcposed of in the Calloway County
that
ing made available to them'
Nabb, both of Murray, girls
Court of Judge Robert 0. Mil- We get the ialormation
the superintendent added.
Re- city police are ruining around high voice; and Judy Adams of
week.
past
the
during
ler
shotguns
with
banks
the
of
"Presently," Superintendent ' NEW YORK (UPI)-The
one
Murray, girls low voice.
cords show the following occuraid the bank doors are wide
Miller continued, "only 120 stu stock market opened mixed red:
Superiors in band competitturnover.
light
some
like
in
sounded
dents from the 11th grade can today
Houston, Union City, open, and it
Glennon
were awarded to Reidland
ion
again
hard
hit
We investigate
Glamors were
take typing each year. On the
speeding, fined $10.00 kind of robbery.
High, Lyon County, Trigg
Tenn.,
Junior
losses
naturally and it turns out that
average 170 students will be en. Monday blowing big
Police.
State
brass, North Marshall,
$18.00;
County
costs
rolled as Juniors and this means Last week, and a number of Elmer Dillon, Murray, neglect the Chief of Police is directing Fteidland, Lone Oak, Paducah
that 50 of these students are de- analysts believe the retreat of minor children, continued traffic by the Bank of Murray Tilghman, and Mayfield.
because the traffic Light is out
nied the opportunity of taking may have further to go, generally; Jailer.
Paduoah Tilghman was preof whack One of the policethis subject. At the 12th grade especially since there is little in
Dale Kimbro, Route
Gene
sented the only superior for orpolice
up
another
in
comes
moth'
men
to
level where Secretarial Office the news background
Five. Murray, reckless driving,
chestra.
Practice is offered, many of our vale investors. Still of major fine of $10.00 suspended, coats car to get a shotgun from the
Participants were rated by a
Chief's car because of a bad
Senior girls are denied this op- concern to Wall Street is the of $18.50 paid; State Police.
panel of music educajudging
clog report. He was ins hurry
portunity of enrolling in Secre- dismal outlook for first quarter
Paul Hafer, College Station, and takes off in the police car tors as superior, excellent, good,
tarial Office Practice due to corporate profits.
Murray, cold checking, fined
fair or poor.
classroom shortage".
Shortly after the opening, the $10.00 costs $18.50, restitution with the shotgun.
mar ketwide indicator of $2.00; Sheriff.
•P I
"Also, an art room needs to
Turned out that everything was
showed a loss of 0,02 per cent
Steven Whfte, Hazel High- just routine, but it shows
be constructed so that our stuOf
tape,
the
on
issues
324
conway, Murray, disorderly
dents could have storage space on
114 advanced and 109 duct, 15 days, suspended sent- a newspaper must check and
for their materials," Miller went these,
double check on most every
ence on condition he remain on story.
on. "Our physical science pro- declined.
opened
Telephone
American
(Contimwed From Page 1)
behavior.
good
gram has grown to the extent
at 51%, while
4 lower
1
James K. Hudson, Route
that an extra laboratory is /
Gm Rogers, Eddie
Jones,
American Smelting gave up Ye One, Dexter, improper passing,
needed very badly.'
Workman, and Marvin Parts.
costa
extravehicutheir
suspended,
fine of $10.00
"I feel," Superintendent Mil- to 3458.
Others present were Mears
RANDY WAISR--Apelle 13 astronauts will have their drinking water in
Texas of $18.50 paid; State Police.
lar helmets during their lunar mission. Bag (left) which holds eight ounces of water will
ler said, "that our teachers in In the electronics,
Mesdames W. H. Brooks,
and
4 to 114%. Kenneth T. Robinson, Bowl1
this program are doing a re- Instruments rose 1/
be mounted on the right center front of the inside ring. Walter D. Salyer Jr. shows how
E. B Howton, Bunn Jeffrey,
markable job while teaching un- with Honeywell up a point to ing Green, cold checking, fined
J. B. Burteen, Joe Dick, Howthe astronauts can drink through a tube just by moving their heads.
restitution of
der extreme hardships. It is al- 127, and University Computing $6.50 cost $18.50,
ard Steely, and Rob Gingles.
General
Sheriff.
at
37%.
$10.00;
so our desire, after our elemen- 1/4 higher
All the furniture and clothBernis Bridges, Murray, cold
sled complete physical examintary school buildings get on the Electric added % 'to 7414 but
her
to checking, fined $5.00 costs ing of Mrs. Anna Huie and
ation Monday morning - shortdrawing board and bonds have Collins Radio gave al
Deborah and
and RCA also % lower- $25.00, restitution of $230.00; two daughters,
ly after learning from a colbeen sold for the needed conDeneeia, were destroyed in a
league at--the Mantled Space(Continued From Pas 1)
(Continued From Pees 1)
struction, that funds will be a- at 301/2. Coatrol Data rose 1 to Sheriff.
flash flood in their apartment
Route
Richerson,
Gerald
to
1
down
was
that
Houston
proin
Center
Motorola
49%.
Bardstown Road in
ion's third lunar landing miss- craft
recently been made with twen- vailable to begin a football
4.Telex Three, Murray, speeding, fined just off
1
4 to 319/
1
112, and IBM 1/
ion, because Of the require- Duke had turned himself in ty-five local boys enjoying a gram at our high school."
last WecinenlaY.
Louieville
driving
$13.50,
costs
$100.00
"It is my hope," Superinten- gained 1% to 134¼.
ments of hitting a new landing sick the night before. He found weekend at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Hine who formerly ownwhile license suspended, fined
Ford
excellent physical nthem
"that
"in
motors,
concluded,
the
Miller
Among
dent
Members of the Executive
area.
ed and operated a beauty shoo Federal State Market News
4 to 46%, and $100.00 costs $13.50, improper in Murray is now with the State Servioe 4-7-10 Kentucky Pus1
The problem of measles de- dition."
Board complimented Mr. Free each member of our tax paying edged tie /
$13.costs
$50.00
fined
passing,
blood
samples
11,
took
he
But
to
stu1O
conscientiously
Motors
will
American
for his orga-ization's accom- public
veloped Sunday night when
B'd of Cosmetologists at Lou- done Area Hog motet Report
50; Sheriff.
backup command module pilot from each of them, froze the plishments and offered continu- dy our existing school program General Motors lost % to 72%,
_
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
and compare it with the Board's and Chrysler was unchanged at Samuel IL Marshall, _Mayfield.
Charles Duke fell ill with what blood and bad it flown to ed support.
Receipts 880 Head, ROFIWwn
at
entlitoned
The
iletlitt_Whn
suspend.
$10.00
of
finethe
speeding,
in
proposed program, for by so qt'l •
•
was diagnosed as German Ines! Houston for analysis
siarGais leic-ed1-26 Cent=
'SUS
eitirdT
1111:511.
rno efif-*ill In the steels, Bethlehem was
OliniT
-Mrs. Dan Keller-Ictifieren
-miss
had only a few minutes to get er,
, Instances 50 mots
that a search continues for the regret such a small investment steady at 29%, but U.S. Steel Police.
car out before the ,flood Sows, Steady.
her
la and normally a childhood dis- laboratory.
Almo,
One,
Route
Rule,
Leon
future."
children's
our
in
of
and
issues
1921-22
1922-23
overfrom a ditch
4
1
dipped /
ease characterised by runny ' The space agency expected
US 1-3 200-230 the $24.00-3410;
stop sign, fined hit caused
The Board of Education feels
Getty lost 1/1 to 42% in the disregarding$18.50; State Police. flowing in the rear of the a- US 2-4 190-240 lbe $41.50-24.00;
nose, sore throat, fever and a to know the restilts of the Hous- the Murray Woman's Club yearcosts
$10.00
proa
is
County
4 to
/
partment building.
pink rash on the skin.
oils. Occidental dipped 41
US 2-4 240-280 the S23.00-2330;
ton lab tests by late today or book. All members are asked to that Calloway
aid in the search for the two, gressive County and as progress 22/
Everythieg in bee first floor US 3-4260-280 Lbs $22.50-23.00;
Prime astronauts James A. Wednesday morning.
2, last Atlantic Richfield
1
apartmeet was ruined by the SOWS:
Lovell, Thomas K. Mattingly
At the spaceport, naval offic- volumes which are needed to is made step by step, each mem- gained 1/8 to 64%. Jersey
mud and water. The girls are US 1-2 270-350 its $2125-22.04
and Fred W. Heise have been ers Lovell and MattinglY and make complete the collection of ber knows that a step in the Standard
and Standard oi
now with their aunt, Mrs. Polly
working daily side-by-side with civilian Haise went ahead with club publications from the be- right direction has been taken California were unchanged al
A Few $22.50;
Jones, who lives near Sedalia, US 1-3 300-550 lb. 220.00-2L284
Duke during preparations for preparations for the blastoff- ginning to the present. The vol- and asks the support of all peo-_,573/s and 45111, respectively,the
for
tax
this
anohod
passing
in
can
being
pie
permanently
until Mrs. Huie
the moon flight. None has been but were put in strict quaran- umes are
Natomas climbed 1% to 32%.
US 2-3 450450 lbs $16-00-20-011
(Conti.wed From Page 11
ther apartment
German tine limiting their contacts with bound and will be shelved in youth of our County, a spokesagainst
vaccinated
movers
point-sized
Other
the new library.
man for the board said.
measles.
outsiders.
Included Xerox down 1% to 84, scouts put to use 'the skills
Mrs. Keller also announced
Chief astronaut physician Dr. The astronauts were reported
American Research off 1% to learned in the use of map and
Charles A. Berry gave the Apol- in good spirits and showing no that the General Federation of
82¼, and Corning Glass up 2 compass, a real test of abilities.
Women's Clubs' state conventlo 13 crewmen their last ached- signs of sickness,
The scouts were impressed by
to 229.
NOW YOU KNOW
ion will open Tuesday morning,
,the many plaques, monuments
ril 28, at 10:00 in Lexington,
and cannon placed about the
d will continue through April by United Press International
battlefield. The historic herittwo
with
pen
a
is
pen
road
A
Members interested in att I
age of the United States is
cartoby
used
points
separate
nding the meeting are urged
strongly emphasized by the Boy
on
roads
indicate
to
contact Mrs. Keller at once. graphers
Scouts.
highlight of the convention maps.
Mr. E. C. Wallen joined in
be a Diamond Jubilee lunthe outing and enjoyed the hike
'llia:"WOU NEED • •
cheon which will honor all past
414,1f
with the troop. Scouts completMrs. Lula Page died
state presidents, a group which
me 14310
wee hiaese • bag elands hiking and camping
•
yr.
,
Sena,.
cages,
etc. PRIME
vetem••••,
tweleelea mwa C. C. Lowrs of
Mark
Buckher eon, Bonnie W. Pase, 1
requirements were:
ocinyffiniel IL learantrived teal
Murray..
Poplar Street, Murray.
ingham, Bobby Knight, Tim
• WE GUARANTEE IN WRITING • that yeer chlaelulII. heed
She was 85 years of age and Fallen, Mark Thurman, Brent
will •Mable wilitin Is. first WOW.
The Final general meeting of
was the widow of Green Page Austin, Bryan Warner, Barry
•WE GUARANTEE IN IVRI TING • ee reviews ell aeinal• that
the Murray Woman's Club will
die threes the fleet de Amy 0.
who died March 11, 1952. She Wells, Chuck Hussung, Steven
be held Monday night, May 4,
•ME GUARANTEE IN WRITING • that we will perches. 41
had lived in Murray since 1959 Hussung, Robert Underwood,
at 8:00. The dinner will be folII,. chinch Iles yew predwee.
RonSurvivors are four daughters, Jerry White, Kern Barnes,
lowed by the installation of offRowley Fair, MIYOUR ORIGINAL INVESTMENT
Mrs. Herman (Dovie) Smith of nie Billington,
icers for the 1970-71 club you.
Hudson, Joe
100% GUARNTEED
Bradford, Tem., Mrs. Victor kel Burkeen, Reid
Hostesses will be the Sigma
Jeff Oakley, Steve
Department and the Music De(Thelma) Soled° of San Anton- Thompson,
World Wilda Chinchilla Cespeory will Exchange
Thw
and Mike
io, Texas, Mrs. Ruby Emanuel Porter, Alan Lemons
enamels te looney* bleed linos, lwe'rlas sawilethe
partment.
sw-•ic• calls every ninety Soya doriag the firer yeer and
mad MM. Edward (Gladys) In- Alexander.
Attending Monday's board
Raywere
troop
the
of
Guests
pnavide *rich miaow with., a c eat pi of* pr•prow I. Went
cierbitaen, both of Memphis,
meeting were Mesdames Doe
Boone.
dii• Chinchilla businoss.
Bethel Richardson, J.
one son, Bennie W. Page, mond Sims and Brad
Tenn.;
Keller,
c.
each Monday
of Murray; Olbe sister, Mrs. Et- Troop r meets
Matt Sparkman, John Gregory,
102'W. MAIN ST.
in the
ta Rankin' of Greenfield, Tenn, evening at 8:30 p.m.
Don Tucker, Purdom Outland,
IMO
First Christian
Chinchilla Co MADISON,
47250
one brother, Robert Richmond basement of the
Macon Blankenship, Gene Bran.
in
Boys interested
of Greenfield, Tenn.; eight Church.
don, John Stamps, Vernon
Nan
scouting are invited to attend.
grandchildren.
Shown, 0. B. Boone, Jr., Cliff
ADC/RISS
Campbell, George Hart, J. I.
Mrs. Page was a member of
Hosick, Thomas E. Brown, Allen
Meth%)
United
CITY
Greenfie/d
STATE
ZIP
the
Russell, John Nanny, David
SALK HOSPITALIZED
dist Church where funeral serGowns, and Don Hunter.
TV
PHONE
vices will be held Wednesday at
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPDtwo p. m. Burial will be in the
My Occepeties
Aq.
56, developer o
Frank Morris Cemetery in Dr. Jonas Salk,
released
was
vaccine,
polio
Weakley County, Tenn.
Hospital after
FALSS ALARM
AMBASSADOR KIDNAPED
Friends may call at the Wil- from University
Of American and
three days of observation for
VIES CONG PRISONER . . . framed by legs
Von Spretti
Karl
Greenfield,
Home,
Funeral
liams
Tay
at
South Vietnamese soldiers, waits to be interrogated
The Murray Fire
artment
West German ambas.*sador to Tenn. The Blalock-Coleman Fu- possible heart ailment, hospital
was called to the
Hall DorNinh, South Vietnam. The Cong was wounded and captured
was kidnapel by neral Home had charge of lo- officials said Thursday.
Guatemala,
•TtRrirliophotoi
mitory, Murray State niversity,
during Communist attack on airbase here.
six terrorists in Guatemala cal arrangements.
on Monday at 11:3Q .m:This .City .to become the third
was a false alarm.
such victim Sipce -Fel, 27

Farmer Class ...

Furniture & Clothing
Of Mrs. Anna Huie
Destroyed In Flood

1

Woman's Club

Apollo 13 .. .

Purchase Area
Hog Market

'eosti

to 28.

Troop 11

There is MONEY
in CHINCHILLA
RANCHING.

Mrs. Eula Page
Succumbs Monday

glIMPLETE

$3

FULL

WORLD WIDE

William 8. Hobbs
INCOME TAX SERVICE
— 10 Years Experience —

203 South 5th Street

All Work Guaranteed
Weekdays 8:00 a.m. -

10:00 pap.

Saturday 8:00 - 5:00

No

Appointment

Necessary

Telephone 753-6063

Answer to Yesterday 5 DIIT:

WIP SU MOM

33

In Murr
Calloway

United Press

Seen&
Arou
Murr
The sun was sinks
the west yesterday
darkness was fillin
and crevices, of t
There was still r
however to reVeal
scarlet of the
the feeder. Then
white revealed a
standing on his hi
ears taut, to catch e
He stood transfize:
bound off toward
should the need
Apparently their
set later than the:
cause the shadow
and still they rams
scene. The Rabbit
what to feed on the
Fescue and the C
ed for Sunflower
changed his positio
to the feeder to
fertile ground.
We failed to note
dial left to find
where he could
slumber, unmolested
bit moved over by
Juniper and even decended in earn
remained. We were
to make out his larg
A Squirrel app
found a vertiable
Acorns under the
out back. He ret
time again to feed.
him through the
could see that he
tor sharp teeth to
Acorn hull, then
patch the choice nu
sure.
No stays almost i
Spot, day after day.
that there must be
and Acorns rotted.
to form this tree
The opening and
doors, etc. fails to
He just gives you
and continues with
lug.
Violets are bloomin
zy, and the Blue to its peak of gromain this way until
coming out for sure.
The Maple tree is
true leaves.
An elderly woman
reached the ripe a
years and was being
ed by a reporter f
newspaper He ask
question, "How does
that you have lived
100?"
"Well," replied t
"it's because I never
of our eight childre
never washed any di
cleaned the house n
laundry. My husbg
Heaven rest his soul!
eway at 48."
Fellow asks if a fat
should remarry. He w
that's enough childre

Wia CI

4 Baked ciay
MEMO 1001fillikALI
5 Cowboy
OD 000CI3l30 In
competition
1 Knock
1111 WA= agign
6 Possessor,
4-Commonplace
LIN1710
pronoun
9-Possessed _
RPONA 3N010 IgMl
7 Symbol for
12-Mohammedan
FARM
CAM
tantalum
name
I DC
fI3M 111/311L1
11 PartKular
13 Specks
v
GIMP:1
f--177
9 t'stens to
14 Before
00(10 igaEll2l lJ
103Skell
15 Harbingers
-Reverhn
Q0001[112IE
1
17 Talk idly •
, Bammati
Scotland
gilUI=111a
19 Toward shelter
011011Z 13L CX:10
16 Appellatson of
20 Prophet
Athena
7
21 Man's rucknarne 18 Actual
2.3 Those turned
20 Heavenly body 28 Moved clumsity 46-Mate
33 Mart's name
47 Eggs
away
21 Man of great
34 Varwty
48 Sea ea,.
27 Pertaining to
wealth
Identwal
36
49 Ang,r,
area
an
22 Got up
38 The sweetsoo
414,14,
Declare
29 Caudal
24
-Paramour
50 Scold
appendage
25 Drinks hearth, 40
Rescues
Earth
41
53
30 Faroe Islands
26 Fur bearing
aOddr.'
45 Tardy
mammals
whirlwind
31 Genus pf cattle
.4
7
::; tie If
4
4
4
T.s.
.2.
4
- VI-freer- beyond
34 Resort
::4II 4 --..-13
12
35 Bone
% ,
36 Pintail duck
16
I 7 Is
'
ó
15
37 Part of lac ket
vc.4.
0
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Think you can't afford an
Olds? Here are two reasons
to think again!
Our own surveys indicate that quite a few people think an Olds costs a lot
more than it really does. Result? Many people bdy an ordinary car and end up 1.
with a lot less car and value for their money.
too,
because Oldsmobile has many models that are
It's so unnecessary,
priced right down with so-called low-priced cars. See your Olds dealer. He'll
prove thatyou're closer lo_Okis than you think.
The sporty Olds-priced right down
with the low-Doted names Included as standard
ecitopment Recessed wpers Hidden antenna
Deluxe steering wheel. Watt-to-wall carpeting
Door side-guard beams Flo-Thru Ventilation
Rocket V-8 Biasbelted tires Foam -

Cutlass 5:

padded seats

Delta as: The big Olds with the surprisingly
modest price Included In that pricei POWel
steering power front disC brakes. flegular-oas
Rocket v-a Bigger 124-inch wheelbase for a
Smoother, Quieter ride All the room and comfort
and luxury you
could ever
wa-

10)041.
Ownsernm• oseS leer Pe.Ca, 1174

OLDSMOBILE
escape from the ordinary.

FIVE CITE
Five persons
the Murray Police
yesterday aid last
were two for going
on csie way street, on
ing on revoked 1'
for improper
one for public

RATHER
Vatted Proem late

West Kentucky:
cloudiness this afte
mostly cloudy ton
chance of showers an
showers. Thursday
cooler. High today i
low 110s, low tonight
40s, high Thursday i
therly winds increa
to 25 and becoming
afternoon. Probabilit
30 per cent today,
tonight and less th
cent Thursday.
LAKE DAT
Kentucky Lake, 7
down 0.1
Below dam, 325.9,
Barkley Lake, 7 a
down 0.2.
Below dam, 325.5,
Sunrise 5:31; sun
---Moon bets 942 p

